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The Crucial Mathematics of High School 33 

The California Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CA CCSSM) describe 34 

mathematics learning objectives for California high school students. During high school, 35 

students develop more maturity from which to exercise choice about their futures, and 36 

accordingly they have more opportunities to make choices that reflect their interests and 37 

aspirations. The CA CCSSM include learning goals for all students as well as “plus” 38 
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standards for students whose interests and aspirations lead them during high school to 39 

a more intensive specialization in mathematics and related fields. 40 

The CA CCSSM’s “Higher Mathematics” (high school) content standards are organized 41 

in Conceptual Categories. These learning goals are described beginning on page 120 of 42 

the CA CCSSM. 43 

● Number and Quantity 44 

● Algebra 45 

● Functions 46 

● Modeling (the Modeling standards all appear within the other Conceptual 47 

Categories) 48 

● Geometry 49 

● Statistics and Probability 50 

The Higher Mathematics Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMPs) are the same as 51 

for kindergarten through grade eight: 52 

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 53 

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 54 

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 55 

4. Model with mathematics. 56 

5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 57 

6. Attend to precision. 58 

7. Look for and make use of structure. 59 

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 60 
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As a carefully-constructed collection of learning goals, the CA CCSSM were never 61 

intended to be a design for instruction, and in fact the sheer number of standards 62 

(especially at the high school level) mean that a standard-by-standard approach to 63 

instruction is impossible. 64 

The framework’s role is to guide implementation of the CA CCSSM, not to simply 65 

restate or explicate its standards (learning goals). Thus, the framework is written from 66 

the perspective of instruction (both instructional materials and enacted instruction). This 67 

requires careful consideration of many issues in addition to learning goals: motivation, 68 

coherence, students’ and teachers’ cultural and linguistic assets, access and equity, 69 

context, sustainability, and many more. 70 

In order to build from the CA CCSSM’s learning goals (many of which are necessarily of 71 

small scale) to a description of mathematics to guide instruction—that is, a description 72 

that incorporates the many issues of instruction in addition to assessable mathematics 73 

content learning goals—this section integrates content and practice to illustrate the 74 

mathematical understandings, skills, and dispositions expected of all graduating 75 

students, with additional notes about students who aspire to pursue a college degree in 76 

STEM and quantitative fields, including computer science, data science, and finance. 77 

For consistency across the entire transitional kindergarten through grade twelve span, 78 

the expected understandings, skills, and dispositions of graduates are organized by 79 

Content Connection (CC). 80 

● Communicating Stories with Data (CC 1) 81 

● Exploring Changing Quantities (CC 2) 82 

● Taking Wholes Apart, Putting Parts Together (CC 3) 83 

● Discovering Shape and Space (CC 4) 84 

The important cross-cutting areas of Modeling and Reasoning and Justification cannot 85 

be understood as separate areas of content and practice; rather, the expected 86 
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understandings, skills, and dispositions in these areas are discussed through all four 87 

Content Connections. 88 

In the Mathematics: Investigating and Connecting pathway outline in subsequent 89 

sections, the Content Connections will again be used to organize the types of 90 

investigations in which students should engage—in order to build the understandings, 91 

skills, and dispositions described here. 92 

Communicating Stories with Data (CC 1) 93 

Most quantitative situations that graduates will encounter in their lives involve reasoning 94 

about and with data. This Content Connection is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 95 

5 (Data Science). Broadly, high school graduates must understand the statistical 96 

problem-solving process and develop skills in each of its steps.  97 

Figure 8.1. The Statistical problem-solving process (GAISE II) 98 

 99 

By graduation, students should understand the important roles that questioning plays in 100 

every step of this process: Statistical investigative questions, data collection and 101 

interrogation questions, data analysis questions, and interpretation questions. 102 

Formulate statistical investigative questions: Students must anticipate variability, 103 

and understand that random processes can produce data that varies in predictable 104 

ways in the aggregate (and thus understand that meaningful relationships between 105 

varying quantities might be discernible even from noisy data). Graduates should be able 106 

to formulate statistical investigative questions for the purposes of describing, comparing, 107 
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and predicting, and propose ways to gather data to help answer those questions. 108 

Questions may involve several variables of interest and may concern questions of 109 

association (correlation) and causality. 110 

Collect/Consider the Data: Graduates should propose ways to collect data to answer 111 

statistical investigative questions. They understand the difference between surveys, 112 

observational studies, and experiments; and can choose the option(s) best suited to the 113 

question of interest. They discuss possible sources of bias in surveys and in study 114 

design, and understand privacy and other ethical issues that accompany data collection 115 

and analysis. They understand the role that randomness plays in the ability to 116 

generalize (to a larger population) findings from surveys, observations, or experiments. 117 

For secondary data, graduates can ask questions about the origin of the data and its 118 

ability to help answer the statistical investigative question, including possible sources of 119 

bias. 120 

Students whose interests and aspirations lead them to a more focused study of data 121 

science in high school will, in addition, know good practices for designing surveys, 122 

studies, and experiments—including issues of sample size and methods for random 123 

sampling and assignment. They will also understand practices for cleaning, organizing, 124 

and handling data. 125 

Analyze the data: All graduates should be able to identify appropriate summaries 126 

(graphical displays, tables, summary statistics) for quantitative or categorical data, and 127 

to generate those summaries for some data sets using technology. For a relationship 128 

between two quantitative variables, they should be able to use appropriate technology 129 

to generate a correlation coefficient and a least-squares regression line, and then to 130 

interpret both in the context of the data. They understand that statistical claims about 131 

populations are based on probability. 132 

This phase of the process and the previous (as well as CC 2) require that graduates 133 

understand the mathematics of measurement, including conversion between different 134 

units, the use of units that are rates (such as km/hr or people per square mile), and 135 

when it does or does not make sense to combine quantities (adding length and area 136 
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makes no sense; dividing kilometers by hours might express something useful). In these 137 

measurement contexts, graduates use proportional reasoning and understand 138 

percentages and ratios as ways to express multiplicative comparisons and relationships 139 

between quantities. 140 

Students specializing in data science will learn more advanced techniques for 141 

describing and representing relationships between variables, and considerably more of 142 

the probabilistic underpinning of statistical claims. This equips them to construct and 143 

interpret confidence intervals and p-values. They have developed the habit of using 144 

dimensional analysis to make sense of computations, and can manipulate ratios, 145 

percentages, and scientific notation in order to understand and express results. 146 

Interpret results: Graduates can interpret the results of their analysis in the context of 147 

the statistical investigative question. They can explain the meaning of population 148 

estimates or other results, and discuss possible sources of error such as missing data 149 

and imperfect data collection. They are able to interpret margins of error and confidence 150 

intervals, demonstrating correct probabilistic understanding. They can communicate 151 

their results via writing, speaking, and visual representations. 152 

Students specializing in data science can interpret p-values, demonstrating an 153 

understanding of the probabilistic claim that an observed result is not plausible under a 154 

particular set of assumptions. They use technology to decide the most important 155 

predictor variables for a variable of interest in a multivariable situation. This summary of 156 

expected learning for students specializing in quantitative areas is consistent with “Level 157 

C” expectations in the Pre-K–12 Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics 158 

Education II (GAISE II) from the American Statistical Association and National Council 159 

of Teachers of Mathematics. Along with an understanding of statistical methods, those 160 

who aim to enter a data science major in college should also have experience with 161 

programming. 162 
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Exploring Changing Quantities (CC 2) 163 

Reading and writing with mathematics involves recognizing quantities in situations; 164 

translating relationships between them from natural language, visual, or other forms into 165 

mathematical forms (often equations, but also graphs, tables, and more); working with 166 

and moving between these mathematical forms to understand or answer questions 167 

about the relationships; and interpreting findings back in the original context. All 168 

students should develop this inclination and ability to a significant degree. Most 169 

standards in the Functions conceptual category are included here; some regarding 170 

building functions are discussed in CC 2. Most Modeling work involves this process of 171 

identifying and relating quantities in a situation. 172 

Noticing and naming quantities in situations is key for students to understand that 173 

mathematics arises in—and helps to understand, explain, and solve problems in—174 

situations that they wonder about (SMP.1). Students should all develop this ability to 175 

recognize and name quantities throughout their transitional kindergarten through grade 176 

twelve experiences, so that the high school task is to maintain and expand, rather than 177 

rediscover and redevelop, this inclination and ability. Graduates should be able to notice 178 

and name quantities in situations ranging across science, social science, mathematics, 179 

everyday life, and more. 180 

Describing relationships between quantities in mathematical forms, and being able to 181 

flexibly work with and move between those forms, is central to using mathematics to 182 

reason about situations and questions of interest (SMP.4). To describe a relationship, 183 

especially in order to predict one quantity from one (or more) other quantities, often 184 

requires that a function of one (or, eventually, more than one) quantity be expressed. 185 

Understanding the concept of a function and interpreting functions in context is a major 186 

outcome of high school mathematics. 187 

During high school, all students should learn to recognize and represent linear, 188 

exponential, and logarithmic relationships in multiple forms (graphs of functions, 189 

algebraic formulas, scatter plots, tables, recursive rules, and verbal descriptions), to use 190 

appropriate technology, and to move flexibly between these representations as 191 
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necessary to understand, explain, or solve problems in the situation. Students should 192 

also be able to use and recognize quadratic functions as models for important physical 193 

phenomena, such as motion under the force of gravity, and to describe properties of 194 

quadratic functions that differ from those linear and exponential functions. 195 

Students should also be able to recognize periodic phenomena and to adjust the period, 196 

amplitude, horizontal shift, and vertical shift of a trigonometric function (perhaps 197 

experimentally, via a computer algebra system) to represent simple periodic 198 

relationships. More discussion of modifying functions in this way is in Taking Wholes 199 

Apart, Putting Parts Together below. Graduates should also understand trigonometric 200 

functions as ways to describe the ratios between different side lengths in right triangles, 201 

and that these ratios are invariant under similarity. 202 

Much of the power of mathematics as a lens for understanding authentic contexts and 203 

problems lies in the fact that the same mathematics (when abstracted from the 204 

particular quantities in the current context) applies to such varied situations. Thus, when 205 

students understand exponential functions, they can use them to reason about 206 

population growth, interest-bearing monetary accounts, and radioactive decay, to name 207 

just a few. 208 

All high school graduates should be able to apply reasoning about linear, quadratic, and 209 

exponential functions across a variety of contexts, and interpret that abstract reasoning 210 

in the particular quantities of those contexts (SMP.2). Students should understand 211 

abstraction as a way to reason similarly across different contexts (SMP.8). For example, 212 

the contexts of population growth, interest-earning accounts, and radioactive decay 213 

were not designed to be applications of exponential functions; rather, exponential 214 

functions are noticed, described, defined, and studied because of the observed 215 

similarity in reasoning about these (and many more) contexts. 216 

Students whose interests and aspirations lead them to a more focused study of 217 

mathematics during high school are expected to develop both a larger vocabulary of 218 

familiar function types, and more depth and flexibility in using them to model 219 

phenomena and solve problems (often using technology). In particular, they can use 220 
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and manipulate trigonometric functions to represent and explore periodic phenomena, 221 

and rational functions to represent ratios between two varying quantities (rates). Most 222 

college-level study in mathematics will expect considerable familiarity and comfort with 223 

manipulating algebraic expressions and equations and modeling with functions in order 224 

to solve problems and make certain features of functions apparent. 225 

Taking Wholes Apart, Putting Parts Together (CC 3) 226 

The Conceptual Categories Algebra and Number and Quantity largely fall into this 227 

Content Connection, along with portions of the Functions and Geometry Conceptual 228 

Categories that involve relating a mathematical object to its constituent parts or building 229 

a new object from others. 230 

Across many contexts and typically-separated areas of mathematical content, students 231 

must develop the inclination and ability to see the component parts of complex 232 

situations, functions, geometric objects, etc.; to investigate those components; and to 233 

assemble observations about the components into understanding about the original 234 

setting. CC 3 can also be seen as assembling and communicating the steps in a 235 

solution, in justifying a claim or answer in a learning group, or in forming hypotheses 236 

from observations. In these ways, students develop their ability to reason logically. 237 

Logical reasoning is at the heart of mathematical discovery, communication, and 238 

connection, and students’ initial understanding of the role of proofs, as ways to explain 239 

the validity of facts, is predicated upon their ability to reason visually, symbolically, 240 

concretely and abstractly. 241 

The Conceptual Category Algebra (as distinct from Functions, in CC 2 above) describes 242 

graduates’ expected abilities to see structure in expressions (considering the 243 

contributions of, and interpreting, different parts such as terms and factors), create 244 

equations to describe relationships (often by separately representing different 245 

contributions to varying quantities, and combining those contributions into one 246 

equation), and reason with equations (and inequalities) in order to understand situations 247 

and solve problems. Manipulating expressions and equations are tools for reasoning 248 

with equations and inequalities. Familiarity with arithmetic properties, used in 249 
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decomposing and composing numerical quantities in earlier grades, provides the 250 

foundation upon which students can understand the purpose and import of algebraic 251 

properties, not as arbitrary laws to be memorized, but as distillations of ideas already 252 

familiar to them. 253 

The high school Number and Quantity standards include extending properties of 254 

exponents from natural number exponents to rational exponents, and extending the 255 

concept of number to include complex numbers. Graduates should understand that 256 

properties encoding observations in one system (such as (ab)c = a(bc), for a real number 257 

a and whole numbers b and c) can be used to define the meaning of similar symbols in 258 

other systems (such as 5(1/3), with a non-whole number exponent). Similarly, extending 259 

the real numbers to the complex numbers is accomplished by extending desired 260 

properties from the real numbers to a larger set (one in which x2 = –1 has a solution). 261 

In both Geometry and Functions, graduates understand the many ways that functions 262 

are built up from simpler ones or from defining properties—for example, rigid 263 

transformations from translations, rotations, and reflections (add dilations for similarity 264 

transformations); linear (resp. exponential) functions from a starting value (y-intercept) 265 

and a constant additive (resp. multiplicative) rate of change. Modifying functions via 266 

horizontal and vertical shifts, vertical and horizontal reflections, and vertical and 267 

horizontal compression/stretching are further examples; graduates should be able to 268 

identify the effects of the various algebraic replacements, and choose appropriate 269 

one(s) (e.g., in graphing software) to produce functions with desired characteristics 270 

(e.g., to model data). 271 

In Geometry, understanding the whole from its parts plays more roles: Informal 272 

arguments for the area and volume of various objects by dissection arguments; 273 

relationships between three-dimensional objects and one- or two-dimensional figures 274 

(cross-sections, faces, edges). 275 

Students who specialize in mathematics may also understand that vectors and matrices 276 

are additional objects that can name new types of quantities, and can be manipulated to 277 
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understand those quantities, using operations similar (but not identical) to those of real 278 

numbers. 279 

Discovering Shape and Space (CC 4) 280 

This Content Connection contains the bulk of the Geometry Conceptual Category, as 281 

well as some trigonometric functions standards in Functions. 282 

Graduates should understand congruence and similarity of plane figures in terms of 283 

transformations of the plane, and understand that measurement-based criteria for 284 

congruence—such as angle-side-angle for triangles—follow from the transformation 285 

definitions. They should understand why all length measures scale by the same factor 286 

under a similarity transformation. They understand that these definitions of congruence 287 

can be used to prove many facts about lines, angles, and shapes; and they connect 288 

tools of formal constructions with rigid motions to establish the validity of constructions. 289 

Ratios of corresponding sides of triangles should be understood to be preserved by 290 

similarity transformations. For right triangles, then, these trigonometric ratios are 291 

properties of the angles in the triangle (since one of the acute angles defines a right 292 

triangle up to similarity). Graduates should be able to identify similar right triangles in 293 

applied settings, and use trigonometric ratios and the Pythagorean Theorem to find 294 

unknown measurements in right triangles in terms of known sides and angles. They 295 

know that the domains of the functions sin(x), cos(x), and tan(x) can be extended to all 296 

real numbers using the unit circle, giving periodic functions that can be used to model 297 

phenomena (see CC 2 above). 298 

Students should understand that all circles are similar, and know that relationships 299 

between various angle measures and length measures in a circle can be used to find 300 

others. 301 

The coordinate plane must be understood as a tool for connecting geometry and 302 

algebra, by providing equations that describe geometric objects, as well as geometric 303 

objects that describe (the solutions to) equations in two variables. Graduates know that 304 
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some geometric facts are most easily established using algebraic representations, and 305 

that geometric observations can lead to better understanding in the algebraic context. 306 

Students whose interests and aspirations lead to more focused mathematics work in 307 

high school may also extend their tools for analyzing triangles to non-right triangles by 308 

deriving the Laws of Sines and Cosines, and a formula for the area of a general triangle 309 

in terms of side and angle measures; and using these to find unknown measurements in 310 

triangles. 311 

Standards for Mathematical Practice 312 

In addition to the areas of content to be covered, the practice of mathematics is 313 

described in the CA CCSSM through the Standards for Mathematics Practice (SMPs, 314 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice). Designing instructional time so that 315 

students are engaging and building proficiency in these practices is crucial. Each SMP 316 

is described with a paragraph in the CA CCSSM; here only the titles are listed. 317 

SMP.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 318 

SMP.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 319 

SMP.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 320 

SMP.4. Model with mathematics. 321 

SMP.5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 322 

SMP.6. Attend to precision. 323 

SMP.7. Look for and make use of structure. 324 

SMP.8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 325 

The Importance of a Renewed Focus on High School Mathematics  326 

California students' demonstration of deep mathematical learning on local and state 327 

assessments continues to be a concern and a priority for districts. This includes the 328 
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importance of high levels of mathematics understanding for college and career 329 

preparedness. Both the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and the 330 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) provide compelling data 331 

supporting a renewed focus on high school mathematics education. The National 332 

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) summarized these findings this way: 333 

The steady improvement in mathematics learning seen since 1990 at the 334 
elementary and middle school levels has not been shared at the high school 335 
level, underscoring the critical need for change in mathematics education at the 336 
high school level. 337 

Catalyzing Change in High School Mathematics (NCTM, 2018) 338 

Since 2000, US math performance has steadily declined in both absolute and relative 339 

terms on the international PISA exams sponsored by the Organization for Economic 340 

Cooperation and Development and now ranks 32rd in the world, far below the average. 341 

(See chapter 1.) In contrast to the highest-achieving countries, US performance is lower 342 

for both high- and low-achievers and shows much wider gaps, which are more closely 343 

related to socioeconomic status. As a consequence, calls for reform in mathematics 344 

education have been widespread. 345 

Mathematics in the highest-achieving countries is typically taught in heterogenous 346 

classrooms prior to tenth grade, and, in high school, in an integrated fashion with 347 

domains of mathematical study combined to allow for more robust conceptualization 348 

and problem solving, rather than in a sequence in which Algebra, Geometry, Algebra II / 349 

Trigonometry are taken separately, one by one. For example, in Japan, the highest-350 

scoring country on the most recent PISA exams, math I, II, and III each combine 351 

elements of algebra, geometry, measurement, statistics, and trigonometry. The focus is 352 

on taking time for students to intently discuss and collaboratively solve complex 353 

problems that are represented in multiple ways—often just one complex problem in a 354 

class period—rather than memorizing formulas and applying rote procedures to a large 355 

set of problems that students often do not deeply understand (Okano and Tsuchiya, 356 

1999, Stigler and Hiebert, 1997). Reforms over the last decade have focused more 357 

intently on experiential and project-based learning and applications to real-world 358 

problems by adding data uses to each grade level (Ministry of Education, 2010). When 359 
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differentiation occurs at tenth grade to add greater challenge to the courses of 360 

advanced students, the curriculum remains similar, and both lanes allow students to 361 

reach advanced courses like calculus. 362 

A similarly integrated curriculum is used in Korea, the second ranked country on PISA, 363 

where a “learner-centered” approach advanced by the Ministry has focused 364 

mathematics on active engagement in problem solving. There, too, students take the 365 

same integrated set of courses through grade ten (each of which integrates content 366 

from 6 domains: 'Numbers and Operations', 'Geometric Figures', 'Measuring', 367 

'Probability and Statistics', 'Letters and Expressions', and 'Patterns and Functions,' with 368 

basic and enriched content within each course to meet students’ interests and needs). 369 

They choose “electives” in eleventh and twelfth grade, such as additional integrated 370 

courses or statistics, calculus, discrete mathematics, or practical mathematics (Paik, 371 

2004). 372 

In Estonia, the third ranked and most rapidly improving country, the curriculum 373 

integrates arithmetic and measurement along with geometric, algebraic, and statistical 374 

concepts throughout the grades and has a strong focus on modeling and solving word 375 

problems in all domains, including with algebraic tools (see National Center on 376 

Education and the Economy, n.d.; and Hemmi, Brating, and Lepik, 2020). A set of 377 

reforms over the last decade has focused intensely on the use of computers and 378 

descriptive statistics for data analysis throughout the grades, and the use of real-world 379 

problems to organize mathematical inquiry (Holm, Hommik, and Kikas, 2016).  380 

In Finland, also one of the highest performing countries on PISA, students work in 381 

heterogenous classes on a common curriculum during the first nine years of their 382 

education, using the approach set out in this framework that teaches mathematics as a 383 

set of big ideas and connections in ways that value student ideas and curiosity 384 

(Sahlberg, 2021). Finnish students outperform US students by a considerable margin. In 385 

eighth grade 15.3 percent of Finish students score at the highest levels in Program for 386 

International Student Assessment (PISA) mathematics tests compared to only 8.8 387 

percent of students in the United States (PISA, 2012). 388 
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As noted in chapter 1, these curriculum approaches are consonant with what 389 

researchers are learning from neuroscience about how the brain works as it develops 390 

mathematical understanding using multiple representations and approaches, productive 391 

inquiries, and connections to real-world problems that are engaging and allow a more 392 

integrated approach to problem solving. These approaches also inform this framework, 393 

described below. 394 

Designing Instruction for Equitable and Engaging High 395 

School Mathematics 396 

Five Components of Equitable and Engaging Teaching 397 

This framework’s Chapter 2 (Teaching for Equity and Engagement) is structured around 398 

five components of equitable and engaging teaching, which are briefly revisited here. 399 

The components should inform high school instructional design as much as earlier 400 

grades. For much fuller discussions, refer to Chapter 2. 401 

1. Plan Teaching Around Big Ideas: Mathematics is a subject made up of important 402 

ideas and connections. Curriculum standards tend to divide the subject into 403 

smaller topics, but it is important for teachers and students to think about the big 404 

ideas that characterize mathematics at their grade level and the connections 405 

between them. The big ideas for high school are set out later in this chapter. 406 

2. Use Open, Engaging Tasks: When questions are narrow and focused, only some 407 

students are cognitively challenged at an appropriate level, and the questions are 408 

often not very interesting. When tasks are open, they allow all students to work at 409 

levels that are appropriately challenging for them, within the content in their 410 

grade. 411 

3. Teach Toward Social Justice: Teachers can take a justice-oriented perspective 412 

while broadening access to and interest in math at any grade level, kindergarten 413 

through grade twelve, by choosing examples that connect math to questions that 414 

are relevant and important to students, helping them feel belonging (Brady et al., 415 
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2020), and empowering them with tools to address important issues in their lives 416 

and communities. 417 

4. Invite Student Questions and Conjectures: One of the most important yet 418 

neglected mathematical acts in classrooms is that of students asking or posing 419 

mathematical questions. These are not questions to help students move through 420 

a problem; they are questions that are sparked by wonder and intrigue 421 

(Duckworth, 2006). 422 

5. Center Reasoning and Justification: Reasoning is fostered when students have 423 

the opportunity to talk about mathematics with each other through whole class 424 

discussions and small group work on open tasks. 425 

These components of instruction remain important at the high school level, and for 426 

many high school educators they will represent a change from their own high school 427 

experience. 428 

Planning Instruction to Drive Investigation and Make 429 

Connections 430 

Since motivating students to care about mathematics is crucial to forming meaningful 431 

content connections, this Framework identifies three Drivers of Investigation (DIs), 432 

which provide the “why” of learning mathematics, to pair with the Standards of 433 

Mathematical Practice (SMPs—the “how” of learning and doing mathematics) and four 434 

Content Connections (CCs), which provide the “what” of mathematics (the high school 435 

CA CCSSM content standards) to be learned in an activity. So, the Drivers of 436 

Investigation propel the learning of the content framed in the Content Connections. 437 

Content Connections 438 

The four CCs described in the framework, described in detail above, provide 439 

mathematical coherence through the grades: 440 

●  Content Connection 1: Communicating Stories with Data 441 

●  Content Connection 2: Exploring Changing Quantities 442 
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●  Content Connection 3: Taking Wholes Apart, Putting Parts Together 443 

●  Content Connection 4: Discovering Shape and Space 444 

Drivers of Investigation 445 

The CCs should be developed through investigation of questions in authentic contexts; 446 

these investigations will naturally fall into one or more of the following DIs. The DIs are 447 

meant to serve a purpose similar to that of the Crosscutting Concepts in the California 448 

Next Generation Science Standards (CA-NGSS), as unifying reasons that both elicit 449 

curiosity and provide the motivation for deeply engaging with authentic mathematics. In 450 

practical use, teachers can use these to frame questions or activities at the outset for 451 

the class period, the week, or longer; or refer to these in the middle of an investigation 452 

(perhaps in response to the “Why are we doing this again?” questions that often crop 453 

up), or circle back to these at the conclusion of an activity to help students see “why it 454 

all matters.” Their purpose is to pique and leverage students’ innate wonder about the 455 

world, the future of the world, and their role in that future, in order to foster a deeper 456 

understanding of the Content Connections and grow into a perspective that 457 

mathematics itself is a lively, flexible endeavor by which students can appreciate and 458 

understand so much of the inner workings of our world. The DIs are: 459 

● Driver of Investigation 1: Make Sense of the World (Understand and Explain) 460 

● Driver of Investigation 2: Predict What Could Happen (Predict) 461 

● Driver of Investigation 3: Impact the Future (Affect) 462 

Lesson ideas that drive design of instructional activities will link one or more SMPs with 463 

one or more Content Connections in the context of a Driver of Investigation, so that 464 

students can (for example) Model with mathematics while Communicating Stories with 465 

Data in order to Predict What Could Happen. Or students can Reason Abstractly and 466 

Quantitatively while Exploring Changing Quantities in order to Impact the Future. The 467 

aim of the Drivers of Investigation is to ensure that there is always a reason to care 468 

about mathematical work —and that investigations allow students to make sense, 469 
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predict, and/or affect the world. The table below is a simple way to begin planning 470 

instructional activities: 471 

Standards for 
Mathematical Practice 

The “How” 

Content Connections 
The “what” 

Drivers of Investigation 
The “Why” 

Students will… 

SMP.1. Make Sense of 
Problems and Persevere 
in Solving them 

SMP.2. Reason 
Abstractly and 
Quantitatively 

SMP.3. Construct Viable 
Arguments and Critique 
the Reasoning of Others 

SMP.4. Model with 
Mathematics 

SMP.5. Use Appropriate 
Tools Strategically 

SMP.6. Attend to 
Precision 

SMP.7. Look for and 
Make Use of Structure 

SMP.8. Look for and 
Express Regularity in 
Repeated Reasoning 

while… 

CC1. Communicating 
Stories with Data 

CC2. Exploring Changing 
Quantities 

CC3. Taking Wholes 
Apart, Putting Parts 
Together 

CC4. Discovering Shape 
and Space 

in order to… 

DI1.  Make Sense of the 
World (Understand and 
Explain) 

DI2.  Predict What Could 
Happen (Predict) 

DI3.  Impact the Future 
(Affect) 

The following diagram is another illustration of the ways that the Drivers of Investigation 472 

relate to Content Connections and Mathematical Practices, as cross-cutting themes. 473 

Any Driver of Investigation can be matched with any Content Connection(s) and 474 

Mathematical Practices; the diagram should not be interpreted to imply that each 475 

possible SMP-CC-DI combination should have activities designed around it. 476 

Figure 8.1: Content Connections, Mathematical Practices and Drivers of 477 

Investigation 478 
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 479 

Link to long description 480 

Instructional materials should primarily involve tasks that invite students to make sense 481 

of these big ideas, elicit wondering in authentic contexts, and necessitate mathematical 482 

investigation. Big ideas in math are central to the learning of mathematics, link 483 

numerous mathematical understandings into a coherent whole, and provide focal points 484 

for students’ investigations. An authentic activity or problem is one in which students 485 

investigate or struggle with situations or questions about which they actually wonder. 486 

Lesson design should be built to elicit that wondering. For example, environmental 487 

observations and issues on campus and in students’ local community provide rich 488 

contexts for student investigations and mathematical analysis. Such discussions will 489 
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concurrently help students develop their understanding of California’s Environmental 490 

Principles and Concepts. 491 

The framing of “Students will (SMP) while (CC) in order to (DI)” helps teachers and 492 

curriculum writers to focus instruction on the big ideas, shown in Appendix A. It is similar 493 

to the way that the CA NGSS’s seven Crosscutting Concepts serve as themes which 494 

span multiple grades and are present in the various sciences. 495 

Within each Content Connection, students’ experiences should first emerge out of 496 

exploration or problems that incorporate student problem-posing (Cai and Hwang, 497 

2019). Meaningful student engagement in identifying problems of interest helps 498 

increase engagement even in subsequent teacher-identified problems. Identifying 499 

contexts and problems before solution methods are known makes explorations more 500 

authentically problematic for students, as opposed to simply exercises to practice 501 

previously learned exercise-solving paths. 502 

A well-known example of the difference between a stereotypical use of problems and 503 

the one assumed in this pathway is described in Dan Meyer’s TED Talk (Meyer, 2010): 504 

Meyer considers a standard textbook problem about a cylindrical tank filling from a hose 505 

at a constant rate. The textbook provides several sub-steps (area of the base, volume of 506 

the tank), and the final question “How long will it take to fill the tank?” The task appears 507 

at the end of a chapter in which all the mathematical tools to solve the problem are 508 

covered; thus, students experience the task as an exercise, not an authentic problem. 509 

In the problem-based technique advocated here, the tank-filling context is presented 510 

prior to any introduction of methods or a general class of problems, in some way that 511 

authentically raises the question, “How long will it take to fill?” and preferably in a way 512 

that has a meaningful answer available for a check (e.g., a video of the entire tank-filling 513 

process, as in the TED Talk). After the question has been raised (hopefully by 514 

students), students make some estimates, and then the development of the necessary 515 

mathematics is seen as having a purpose. Viewing the end of the video prompts meta-516 

thinking about process (Why is our answer different than the video shows?) much more 517 

effectively than a “check your work” prompt or a comparison with the answer in the back 518 
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of the book. This tank-filling problem could occur in the “Exploring Changing Quantities” 519 

Content Connection of MIC 1 (see the Mathematics: Investigating and Connecting 520 

pathway in Appendix A), Integrated I, or Algebra 1. Note that the problem integrates 521 

linear function and geometry standards. 522 

As this example shows, the problem-embedded learning envisioned in this framework 523 

does not imply a curriculum in which all learning takes place in the context of large, 524 

multi-week projects, though that is one approach that some curricula pursue. Problems 525 

and activities that emphasize a big idea-based approach as outlined here can also be 526 

incorporated into instruction in short time increments, such as 45-minute lessons or 527 

even in shorter routines such as Think-Pair-Share, or Math Talks (see Chapter 3). 528 

There are a number of lesson plan formats which take a problem-embedded approach, 529 

including one from Los Angeles Unified School District which adopts a three-phase 530 

lesson structure incorporating student question-posing, solving, and reflecting stages 531 

(LAUSD, n.d.). 532 

Because mathematical ideas and tools are not neatly partitioned into categories, many 533 

clusters of standards appear in multiple Content Connections. For example, the 534 

Quantities cluster Reason quantitatively and use units to solve problems (Q.A) is a set 535 

of standards that will be built and reinforced in many investigations based in data and 536 

varying quantities; hence this cluster is included in both Content Connection 1 537 

(Communicating stories with data) and Content Connection 2 (Exploring changing 538 

quantities). 539 

A more extensive investigation that cuts across several Content Connections is 540 

illustrated in this climate change vignette. 541 

Vignette: Exploring Climate Change 542 

Course: MIC 1/Integrated Math I 543 

Content Connection 2: Exploring Changing Quantities  544 

Driver of Investigation 3: Impact the Future (Affect) 545 
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Domains of Emphasis: HS.S.IC, HS.S-ID 546 

SMPs: SMP.1, 2, 3, 4 547 

Background Reading on Climate Change 548 

With the beginning of the Industrial Revolution of the in the mid-1700s, the world began 549 

to see many changes in the production of goods, the work people did on a daily basis, 550 

the overall economy and, from an environmental perspective, the balance of the carbon 551 

cycle. The location and distribution of carbon began to shift as a result of the Industrial 552 

Revolution, and have continued to change over the last 250 years as a result of the 553 

growing consumption of fossil fuels, industrialization, and several other societal shifts. 554 

During this time, the distribution of carbon among Earth's principal reservoirs 555 

(atmosphere; the oceans; terrestrial plants; and rocks, soils, and sediments) has 556 

changed substantially. Carbon that was once located in the rock, soil, and sediment 557 

"reservoir," for example, was extracted and used as fossil fuels in the forms of coal and 558 

oil to run machinery, heat homes, and power automobiles, buses, trains, and tractors. 559 

(This provides a good opportunity for discussing and reinforcing California 560 

Environmental Principle IV. "The exchange of matter between natural systems and 561 

human societies affects the long-term functioning of both.") Before the Industrial 562 

Revolution, the input and output of carbon among the carbon reservoirs was more or 563 

less balanced, although it certainly changed incrementally over time. As a result of this 564 

balance, during the 10,000 years prior to industrialization, atmospheric CO2 565 

concentrations stayed between 260 and 280 parts per million (ppm). Over the past 250 566 

years human population growth and societal changes have resulted in increased use of 567 

fossil fuels, dramatic increase in energy generation and consumption, cement 568 

production, deforestation and other land-use changes. As a result, the global average 569 

amount of carbon dioxide hit a new record high of 407.4 ppm in 2018—with the annual 570 

rate of increase over the past 60 years approximately 100 times faster than previously 571 

recorded natural increases. 572 

The "greenhouse effect" impacts of rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations are diverse 573 

and global in distribution and scale. In addition to melting glaciers and ice sheets that 574 
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many people are becoming aware of, the impacts will include sea level rise, diminishing 575 

availability of fresh water, increased number and frequency of extreme weather events, 576 

changes to ecosystems, changes to the chemistry of oceans, reductions in agricultural 577 

production, and both direct and indirect effects on human health. (This offers a good 578 

opportunity to reinforce California Environmental Principle II. "The long-term functioning 579 

and health of terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and marine ecosystems are influenced by 580 

their relationships with human societies.”) 581 

Mathematics/Science/English Languages Arts/Literacy (ELA) Task: 582 

Determine the relative contributions of each of the major greenhouse gases and which 583 

is the greatest contributor to the global greenhouse effect and, therefore, should be 584 

given the highest priority for policy changes and governmental action. Examine the 585 

growth patterns of related human activities and their relative contributions to release of 586 

the most influential greenhouse gas. Based on these factors, analyze the key 587 

components of the growth patterns and propose a plan that would reduce the human-588 

source release of that greenhouse gas by at least 25–50 percent, and determine how 589 

that change would influence the rate of global temperature change. 590 

Classroom Narrative: 591 

Mathematics, science, and language arts teachers met to co-plan this interdisciplinary 592 

task. They each felt that the task was challenging and authentic, requiring students to 593 

draw from different disciplines to forge a solution, just as is done in the real world. They 594 

developed a sequence of activities to get the students started, being careful not to over-595 

scaffold the task or to give students too much guidance toward possible solutions 596 

pathways, but ensuring their work supplemented and supported the larger task. 597 

Launch: Student teams are provided with the task and then read the article “Climate 598 

Change in the Golden State” (https://californiaeei.org/media/1329/greenhouse-cc.pdf) to 599 

gather evidence about the scale and scope of the effects of climate changes in 600 

California. As this is an extended text, the ELA teacher offers guidance on how to 601 

access this document using a screen reader. This support aligns with the Universal 602 
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Design for Learning (UDL) principle—Provide multiple means of representation. The 603 

ELA teacher also provides an interactive note-taking guide for students to use. Students 604 

highlight parts that are not clear, they note important claims made by the authors, and 605 

formulate their own questions to share in groups. Students ask: Who is most affected if 606 

we do not try to fix problems related to climate change? Who is most affected if we do? 607 

Should we care about climate change? Students use their reading and research skills 608 

as basis for tackling the question of climate change. 609 

Orienting Discussion: The class discusses four key questions: 610 

1. Why do temperatures seem to be increasing? What are possible causes? 611 

2. Can the recent changes in California’s climate be explained by natural causes? 612 

3. If natural causes cannot explain the rising temperatures, what other factors have 613 

produced these changes? 614 

4. If temperatures in California’s climate continue to rise, what effects will this have 615 

on humans and the state’s natural systems? 616 

Having read and processed the key article, students start to unpack these questions. 617 

Students look up the meaning of “anthropogenic,” then rephrase the questions in their 618 

own words to see if they understand the meaning. Both the reading and the initial class 619 

discussion prepare students to push forward. 620 

Motivated to help reduce climate change in California and globally, students decide to 621 

break down their task into more manageable pieces: 622 

1. Determining the major greenhouse gases; 623 

2. Analyzing the relative contributions of each gas and deciding which is the 624 

greatest contributor to global climate change and thus should be given the 625 

highest priority for policy changes and governmental action; 626 
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3. Collecting data on the human activities that cause increases to the release of the 627 

most influential greenhouse gas; 628 

4. Analyzing the key components of the growth patterns of this gas; 629 

5. Based on influences to the growth pattern, developing a plan to reduce the 630 

human-source release of that greenhouse gas by 25–50 percent; and, 631 

6. Determining how their plan would influence the rate of global climate change. 632 

Team Research 633 

Students start researching online, using familiar criteria to vet the trustworthiness of the 634 

data sources. 635 

They visit https://www.climate.gov and the California Air Resources Board 636 

(https://ww2.arb.ca.gov) to gather most of the data they need. 637 

At https://www.climate.gov they discover a graph that shows the influence of the major 638 

human-produced greenhouse gases from 1980–2020. 639 

 640 
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https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-641 

atmospheric-carbon-dioxide 642 

Looking at the graph and prompted by the teacher’s questions, “What do you notice? 643 

What do you wonder?” students wonder about various aspects and implications. They 644 

jot these wonderings down and then speak in small groups. They notice that all major 645 

contributing gases seem to be increasing over time, though some say CFC-11 isn’t 646 

obviously increasing; and others note that CFC-12 seems to have leveled out around 647 

1990. Some students question this, as both still look like they are “going up” on the 648 

graph; this disagreement and ensuing discussion helps all students make sense of the 649 

graph. 650 

Through a process of collaboration, they work together to synthesize their questions into 651 

coherent and meaningful inquiries: 652 

1. Why are there labels on both vertical axes? What do the three labeled axes 653 

represent? 654 

2. Why is there a labeled 43-percent increase? An increase in what? Over what 655 

time frame? How was this calculated? 656 

3. What does this data display suggest is the most important greenhouse gas? 657 

4. How does the year-to-year growth change over these 38 years? 658 

Most teams choose to focus their efforts on reducing CO2 emissions based on the 659 

graph above. One team decides to work with methane because they believe that CO2 660 

emissions are harder to reduce, and they believe they can make a bigger difference by 661 

reducing methane emissions. The increased autonomy accessed this unit empowers 662 

students to explore and allow the results of those explorations to direct them—not 663 

typical instruction in math, science, or ELA. The teachers work with some groups that 664 

may struggle with the openness of the task. Teachers encourage students to build from 665 

and explore each other’s ideas. 666 
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Each team researches the sources of human emissions of the gas they have chosen, 667 

uses their understanding of political and psychological opportunities and barriers to 668 

decide on most-likely policy shifts to achieve the desired 25–50 percent reduction in 669 

emissions, and prepares a presentation for the class outlining their solutions. The 670 

teaching team provides additional expertise to help interpret the complexity of the 671 

information students are collecting and synthesizing. 672 

Team Presentations 673 

As teams prepare for their presentations, they return to the driving question of the task. 674 

From all the data they collected, they must now distill the most important information to 675 

describe their analysis and recommendations. Part of each presentation is a version of 676 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association graph above, extended into the 677 

future with the assumed implementation of the team’s proposal. Calculating the impact 678 

of their proposal on the rate of temperature change will require interpreting the left 679 

vertical axis label on the graph. The teaching team videotapes the presentations and 680 

reports to capture the range of practices that students are using such as quality of their 681 

research, analysis of data, effectiveness of their visuals, and clarity of their report, given 682 

audience, and purpose. 683 

After all teams have presented, the final activity is to put all the pieces together to 684 

address the following big idea: What will be the impact on climate change if all the 685 

teams’ proposals are implemented? 686 

The Need for Integration in High School Mathematics 687 

Children are naturally curious about their world and the environment in which they live, 688 

and this curiosity fuels their desire to wonder, describe, understand, and ask questions. 689 

Similar to how a child responds to these curiosities, learning mathematics develops 690 

through attempts to describe, to understand, and to answer questions. Mathematics 691 

provides a set of lenses for viewing, describing, understanding, and analyzing 692 

phenomena; and for solving problems—such as local issues related to environmental 693 

and social justice, through engineering design practices (CA NGSS HS-ETS1-2)—which 694 
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might occur in the “real world” or in abstract settings such as within mathematics itself. 695 

For instance, finance, the environment, and science all offer phenomena, such as 696 

recurrent patterns or atypical cases, which are better understood through mathematical 697 

tools; such phenomena also arise within mathematics (see Chapter 4, for instance). 698 

However, mathematics is never developed in order to answer questions about which the 699 

explorer is not curious; and learning mathematics is not much different. By experiencing 700 

the ways in which mathematics can answer natural questions about their world, both in 701 

school and outside of it, a student’s perspectives on both mathematics and their world 702 

are integrated into a connected whole. 703 

Definition of Integration 704 

There are multiple contexts for which the term “integrated” has been used in connection 705 

with mathematics education. In this chapter, “integrated” refers both to the connecting of 706 

mathematics with students’ lives and their perspectives on the world, and to the 707 

connecting of mathematical concepts to each other. This reference to both can result in 708 

a more coherent understanding of mathematics. Integrated tasks, activities, projects, 709 

and problems are those which invite students to engage in both of these aspects of 710 

integration. All three of the pathways described in Appendix A can incorporate both 711 

aspects of integration: opportunities that are relevant to students and their experiences, 712 

and opportunities to connect different mathematical ideas. 713 

Studies have found that the integration of mathematical topics through authentic 714 

problems that draw from different areas of mathematics can increase engagement and 715 

achievement (Grouws, Tarr, Chávez, Sears, Soria, and Taylan, 2013; Tarr, Grouws, 716 

Chávez, and Soria, 2013). 717 

Motivation for Integration 718 

Critique the effectiveness of your lesson, not by what answers students give, but by 719 

what questions they ask. 720 

—Fawn Nguyen (2016), Mesa Union School District, junior-high mathematics teacher 721 
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In keeping with the thrust of this framework, all high school curriculum and instruction 722 

can benefit from thoughtful approaches which leverage relevance to students with 723 

opportunities to reveal fundamental connections among related topics. A guiding 724 

question for measuring these two aspects in classroom activities, in any course, is “Can 725 

I see evidence that students wonder about questions that will help to motivate learning 726 

of mathematics and that connect this learning to other knowledge?” 727 

Designing Instruction with Integration in Mind 728 

The primary challenge for the design of any high-school pathway is to bridge the gap 729 

between the CA CCSSM’s lists of critical content goals and the difficult tasks teachers 730 

face every day when providing instruction that casts mathematics as a subject of 731 

connected, meaningful ideas, that can empower students to understand and affect their 732 

world.  733 

As described in Chapter 2, it is important that exploration and question-posing occur 734 

prior to teachers telling students about questions to explore, methods to use, or solution 735 

paths. A compelling experimental research study compared students who learned 736 

calculus actively, when they were given problems to explore before being shown 737 

methods, to students who received lectures followed by solving the same problems as 738 

the active learners (Deslauriers, McCarty, Miller, Callaghan, and Kestin, 2019). The 739 

students who explored the problems first learned significantly more (see also Schwartz 740 

and Bransford, 1998). However, despite the increased understanding of the exploratory 741 

learners, students in both groups believed that the lecture approach was more 742 

effective—as the active learning condition caused them to experience more challenge 743 

and uncertainty. The study not only showed the effectiveness of students exploring 744 

problems before being taught methods, but the value of sharing with students the 745 

importance of struggle and of thinking about mathematics problems deeply. 746 

In a similar vein, different conceptions and unfinished learning add value to classroom 747 

discussions when they can be made visible and used thoughtfully. Activities should be 748 

designed to elicit common mis- or alternative conceptions, not to avoid them. This 749 

requires that teachers work through tasks before using them in classes, in order to 750 
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anticipate common responses and plan ways to value contributions and use them to 751 

build all students’ understanding. The goal of mathematics class must be deeper 752 

understanding and more flexibility in using and connecting ideas—not quicker answer-753 

getting (Daro, 2013). 754 

Other research examines beliefs and attitudes such as utility value (belief that 755 

mathematics is relevant to personal goals and to societal problems), and this research 756 

shows a severe drop off in utility value during high school (Chouinard and Roy, 2008). 757 

However, teaching methods that increase connections between course content and 758 

students’ lives, and that include careful focus on effective groupwork, can significantly 759 

increase utility value for students (Cabana, Shreve, and Woodbury, 2014; Boaler, 760 

2016a, 2016b, 2019; Hulleman, Kosovich, Barron, and Daniel, 2017; LaMar, Leshin, 761 

and Boaler, 2020). 762 

Pathways in Grades Nine Through Twelve 763 

Pathways of mathematics courses in grades nine through twelve provide opportunities 764 

for students to develop a disposition toward reasoning and communication in 765 

mathematics, knowledge of mathematical ideas and skills, and the ability to think both 766 

critically and creatively in solving problems. In any of the pathways supported in 767 

California, the approach of integration amongst topics, described in detail in the prior 768 

section, is highly valued, as are the other recurrent themes of this framework: focusing 769 

on big ideas and active investigation. Illustrations of these types of investigations are 770 

provided in the last section of this chapter. 771 

The Starting Point for High School Coursework 772 

As the framework outlines 3 potential pathways for California students, it begins with the 773 

foundation of the CA Common Core 6, 7 and 8 courses, which were set out in the initial 774 

framework as the best middle school preparation, with grade eight offering algebra 775 

content integrated with challenging content in other areas of mathematics that 776 

strengthen and deepen students’ foundation for more advanced mathematics. Evidence 777 

suggests that this content supports success in Common Core mathematics, and can 778 
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prepare most students to successfully take courses through Advanced Statistics or 779 

Calculus if they so choose. 780 

Some students will be ready to accelerate into Algebra I or Integrated Mathematics I in 781 

eighth grade, and, where they are ready to do so successfully, this can support greater 782 

access to a broader range of advanced courses for them. At the same time, successful 783 

acceleration requires a strong mathematical foundation. Research indicates that in the 784 

era in which California policy encouraged all students to take Algebra in eighth grade, 785 

success for many students was undermined. Given that this experiment was designed 786 

in part to enable students to reach Calculus by the end of high school, it could be 787 

preferable to adjust the high school curriculum, eliminating redundancies in the content 788 

of current courses, or organize supplemental course taking in summer programs, to 789 

allow students who wish to take Calculus after completing Algebra or Integrated 790 

Mathematics I in ninth grade to be able to do so successfully. 791 

Currently, most high schools require courses in Algebra, Geometry, Algebra 2, and Pre-792 

calculus before taking a course in Calculus, or a pathway of Integrated courses 1, 2, 3, 793 

then Pre-calculus. This sequence means that students cannot easily reach Calculus 794 

unless they have taken a high school algebra course in middle school. This has led to 795 

many students missing the structured content of middle school mathematics, often by 796 

skipping the grade eight course, or by taking compressed courses. Among the problems 797 

with this approach is that some students who take eighth grade Algebra instead of the 798 

CA Common Core grade eight course may miss foundational learning, and those who 799 

do not take that course are filtered out of the calculus pathway early on, with significant 800 

racial and gender inequalities (Joseph, Hailu, and Boston, 2017). Moreover, English 801 

learners have disproportionately less access, are placed more often in remedial classes 802 

and are steered away from STEAM courses and pathways (National Academies of 803 

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018). 804 

Since achieving a solid foundation in mathematics is more important for long-term 805 

success than rushing through courses with a superficial understanding, it would be 806 

desirable to consider how students who do not accelerate in eighth grade can reach 807 
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higher level courses, potentially including Calculus, by twelfth grade. One possibility 808 

could involve reducing the repetition of content in high school, so that students do not 809 

need four courses before Calculus. Algebra 2 repeats a significant amount of the 810 

content of Algebra 1 and Pre-calculus repeats content from Algebra 2. While 811 

recognizing that some repetition of content has value, further analysis should be 812 

conducted to evaluate how high school course pathways may be redesigned to create a 813 

more streamlined three-year pathway to pre-calculus / calculus or statistics or data 814 

science, allowing students to take three years of middle school foundations and still 815 

reach advanced mathematics courses. 816 

While it should continue to be possible for students who are interested and ready to 817 

take Algebra I in eighth grade to do so, the experiment of rushing to Algebra in middle 818 

school without an opportunity to build readiness left a considerable trail of failure for 819 

many students, suggesting that should not be the only pathway by which students can 820 

reach higher level mathematics. In 2008, to incentivize districts to require eighth grade 821 

Algebra, the state’s Board of Education voted to make the Algebra California Standards 822 

Test (CST) the “sole test of record” for the state’s eighth graders. This vote required 823 

eighth graders to demonstrate proficiency on the state’s end-of-course Algebra 824 

standards exam to satisfy accountability expectations under the No Child Left Behind 825 

Act and California’s Public Schools Accountability Act (Rosin et al., 2009). Although this 826 

mandate was never fully implemented due to court challenges, many districts did make 827 

dramatic changes in course-taking in response to the change in the accountability 828 

system, which remained for several years. 829 

Several studies found that, contrary to the hoped-for improvements, widespread 830 

acceleration led to significant declines in overall mathematics achievement. A study by 831 

Liang, Heckman, and Abedi (2012) found that approximately 60% of students who took 832 

Algebra in the eighth grade failed to score “proficient” on the end-of-course Algebra 833 

CST. Furthermore, students who failed eighth-grade Algebra and thus took the Algebra 834 

CST again at the end of their ninth-grade year scored lower on average than students 835 

who took the Algebra CST for the first time at the end of ninth grade. 836 
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A case study of a large California district that dramatically increased eighth grade 837 

Algebra enrollment rates found declines in student mathematics achievement (Domina 838 

et al., 2014). And a cross-district study of all California K–12 public school districts found 839 

that those that enrolled more students in eighth grade Algebra had large negative 840 

effects on student achievement on the math portion of the high school exit (CAHSEE) 841 

exam that students took in tenth grade (Domina et al., 2015). 842 

These challenges are no doubt a function of curricular readiness—having had the right 843 

foundations—and the quality of teaching both before and during the course itself.  For 844 

schools that offer an eighth grade Algebra course or an Integrated Math I course as an 845 

option in lieu of Common Core Math 8, both careful plans for instruction that links to 846 

students’ prior course taking and an assessment of readiness should be considered. 847 

Such an assessment might be coupled with supplementary or summer courses that 848 

provide the kind of support for readiness that Bob Moses’ Algebra project has provided 849 

for underrepresented students tackling Algebra in middle and high schools for many 850 

years (Moses and Cobb, 2002). 851 

Pathways in High School 852 

High schools are free to organize their mathematics pathways in different ways. Figure 853 

8.3 below indicates three possible pathways for high-school coursework, reflecting a 854 

common ninth- and tenth-grade experience, and a broader array of options in eleventh 855 

and twelfth grade. High schools will typically offer one of the first-two-years pathways 856 

(Integrated, MIC, or Traditional), and an array of more advanced courses. Choices 857 

made by students after their first two years should not lock them into any particular path: 858 

third-year courses should prepare students for all fourth-year courses to enable 859 

students’ access to higher level mathematics as their interests and efforts develop.  860 

Whichever pathway is selected by a school, advanced students may complete that 861 

pathway in an accelerated fashion to access additional advanced mathematics courses, 862 

or, as described in chapter 9, they may be offered additional or supplemental 863 

challenges within or beyond the courses they take in their pathway. In addition to 864 

descriptions of the pathways courses, the appendix offers a discussion of the concepts 865 
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that should be included for students intending to major in a STEM field of study in 866 

college. 867 

Descriptions of the three Pathways, and the Big Ideas within each, are provided in 868 

Appendix A. 869 

Figure 8.3 870 

 871 

Link to long description 872 

In the diagram, other* Indicates the many types of other courses such as financial 873 

algebra, data science, or statistics with algebra, offered by high schools. Depending on 874 

district policy, most of these courses will require prerequisite knowledge of Integrated I 875 

and 2, MIC 1 and 2, or Algebra I and Geometry. See the following section. 876 

Third- and Fourth-Year Courses 877 

In addition to offering Integrated III, Algebra II or MIC 3, districts have the flexibility to 878 

offer other third-year courses. One example that is already offered by some districts 879 

(and is University of California A–G approved) is Financial Algebra, in which students 880 

engage in mathematical modeling in the context of personal finance (this course is 881 

comparable in rigor to an Integrated 3 or Algebra II course; it is not the same as a 882 
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“Consumer Math” or “Accounting and Finance” class currently offered by some schools, 883 

which are not UC A–G approved). Through this modeling lens, they develop 884 

understanding of mathematical topics from advanced algebra, statistics, probability, 885 

precalculus, and calculus. Instead of simply incorporating a finance-focused word 886 

problem into each Algebra 2 lesson, this course incorporates the mathematics concept 887 

when it applies to the financial concept being discussed. For example, the concept of 888 

exponential functions is explored through the comparison of simple and compound 889 

interest; continuous compounding leads to a discussion of limits; and tax brackets shed 890 

light on the practicality of piecewise functions. In this way, the course ignites students' 891 

curiosity and ultimately their engagement. The scope of the course covers financial 892 

topics such as: taxes, budgeting, buying a car/house, (investing for) retirement, and 893 

credit, and develops algebra and modeling content wherever it is needed. “Never has 894 

mathematics seemed so relevant to students as it does in this course,” says one 895 

teacher. 896 

Another third-year course currently offered by several districts is a Data Science course. 897 

Data Science and Statistics need some discussion: Statistics is the science of 898 

collecting, displaying, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. Data Science is a 899 

newer field which uses tools of statistics, computer programming, and machine learning 900 

to extract meaning and understanding from (typically very large) data sets. There is 901 

much overlap between the terms. In the K–12 landscape, statistics courses often focus 902 

on statistical tools that allow data analysts to make claims about likelihood, correlation, 903 

estimates, confidence intervals, and the like. Data science courses usually have a 904 

broader focus on reasoning with data, including issues such as formulating investigative 905 

questions; gathering, interrogating, and cleaning data; and producing and interpreting 906 

visualizations of data, in addition to standard statistical tests and estimates. 907 

Because data science is less well-defined in the K–12 landscape, some data science 908 

courses are constructed to develop (some) Integrated Math III content within the course, 909 

while others might require students to already have encountered the full Integrated Math 910 

I–III content. This is why Data Science appears as both a third year and a fourth-year 911 

course in Figure 8.3. However, note that the MIC 3 course described below is not a 912 

data science course, even if it is implemented using data-driven investigations, as the 913 
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student learning outcomes of MIC III are given by the Integrated III content outline of the 914 

CA CCSSM. 915 

Any of these third-year courses could lead to a range of fourth-year options as set out in 916 

the course diagram above (Figure 8.3). If students take another third-year course 917 

(besides MIC 3, Integrated Math III, or Algebra 2), they should be made aware that they 918 

are leaving the traditional pathway for taking Calculus in high school or in their first 919 

semester of college (as is sometimes expected for many STEM majors). While many 920 

colleges and universities accept a wide range of mathematical backgrounds, and 921 

provide pathways for students in STEM majors to complete Calculus in their first year, 922 

others expect to see incoming STEM majors having completed the content of MIC 923 

3/Integrated III/Algebra 2 followed by a precalculus and/or calculus course. 924 

College Expectations and Sample Student Pathways 925 

By completing Algebra 1 and Geometry, Integrated I and II, or Mathematics: 926 

Investigating and Connecting (MIC) 1 and 2, students will satisfy the requirements of 927 

California Assembly Bill 220 of the 2015 legislative session that requires students to 928 

complete two mathematics courses in order to receive a diploma of graduation from 929 

high school, with at least one course meeting the rigor of Algebra 1. Depending upon 930 

their post-secondary goals, students may choose different third- and fourth-year 931 

courses, and all college-intending students should complete four years of mathematics 932 

in high school to meet California State University and University of California 933 

recommendations. Giving students a choice of pathways through their last two years of 934 

high school can elevate a student’s real-world application of mathematics 935 

understanding.  936 

The variety of pathways reflect the many different interests and aims of students, such 937 

as those seeking employment directly after high school, others whose objective is a 938 

career in STEM for whom a university degree is critical, others who are interested in a 939 

university degree in a non-STEM intensive major, and the many students who are still 940 

deciding upon post-high school ambitions while they are in high school. The following 941 

scenarios illustrate a small sample of the different pathways students may take: 942 
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• Josef is planning to work in a fabrication shop after graduation, so he chooses to 943 

follow MIC 1 and 2 with a course in modeling and CAD to gain an understanding 944 

of the mathematics of die-casting and three-dimensional printing. 945 

• Roscoe’s family has a business in which they plan to work after high school. In 946 

talking with a counselor, they realize that an accounting degree would enable 947 

Roscoe to oversee the business finances in the future. After Algebra 1, 948 

Geometry, and Algebra 2, Roscoe takes a Financial Algebra course, which 949 

enables them to get a solid start on understanding the underlying principles in the 950 

introductory finance courses at the collegiate level. 951 

• Yesenia is planning to study political science, so she chooses a Data Science 952 

course in the third year (one which has Integrated I and II, MIC 1 and 2, or 953 

Algebra I and Geometry as prerequisites) and an AP Statistics course in her 954 

fourth year. This preparation serves her well, as she better understands the 955 

mathematics behind polling, apportionment, and gerrymandering from her Data 956 

Science course, as well as being well-equipped to understand the research 957 

methods in her political science courses from the Statistics course. In addition, 958 

since the Statistics course has an AP designation, she is well on her way to 959 

completing the General Education quantitative reasoning requirement for her 960 

university coursework. 961 

• Ash is interested in working construction after high school but is also aware that 962 

his local community college offers a two-year certificate in construction 963 

management. Although he doesn’t pass Algebra I as a freshman, fortunately, his 964 

high school offers a support course, and with the extra time and attention, Ash 965 

passes Algebra I as a sophomore. His counselor advises him to take Geometry 966 

as a junior, since the study of shapes, angles, and measurement is beneficial for 967 

his career. Also, he could then take Algebra II as a senior, which provides the 968 

background to take trigonometry at the community college, a required course for 969 

the certificate. 970 

• Inez likes digital photography, so was planning on majoring in graphic design at a 971 

university, a degree not requiring calculus. As Inez is completing her third-year 972 

course in Data Science, however, she found herself enjoying using the software 973 
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and various applications to work with the data sets and create captivating data 974 

displays. This, combined with her interest in creating mods for her favorite video 975 

game, has her now thinking about pursuing computer science coursework at a 976 

university. So, in her fourth year, she enrolls in her school’s precalculus class, 977 

along with a half-semester support class her school offers for students whose 978 

interest in mathematics grows late in their high school time. She enters her 979 

university well-prepared to take freshman calculus and the programming classes 980 

she hopes to pursue alongside additional work in data science. 981 

• Kai is interested in robotics engineering and was able to take Integrated I and II 982 

in junior high, and Integrated III during the first year of high school. By completing 983 

Precalculus in the second year, Kai is able to take AP Calculus in the third year. 984 

This enables multiple options to be available for Kai’s fourth year, such as taking 985 

her school’s data science course, or a programming and data science course at 986 

the local community college, multivariable calculus or other college courses. 987 

Like Inez, students who decide to switch pathways (at high schools that offer multiple 988 

paths), can take advantage of the increasing flexibility afforded to those planning to 989 

enter a university upon graduation, in terms of which courses count for admission. In 990 

October 2020, the University of California (UC) system updated the mathematics (area 991 

C) course criteria and guidelines for the 2021–22 school year and beyond (University of 992 

California, 2020). The update includes the allowance of courses in Data Science to 993 

serve as the required third (or recommended fourth) year of mathematics coursework. 994 

For additional information on Data Science, see Chapter 5. 995 

Overall, the revisions are to 996 

• Clarify UC system expectations for college-prep mathematics courses that will 997 

help students acquire specific skills to master the subject’s content and also gain 998 

proficiency in quantitative thinking and analysis; 999 

• Support the efforts of high schools to develop and implement multiple college-1000 

prep mathematics course options for students; and 1001 
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• Encourage the submission of a broader range of advanced/honors math courses 1002 

(e.g., Statistics, Introduction to Data Science) for area C approval. 1003 

Key highlights of the policy updates: 1004 

• Courses that substantially align with Common Core (+) standards (see chapters 1005 

on Higher Mathematics Courses: Advanced Mathematics and Higher 1006 

Mathematics Standards by Conceptual Category in Standards for Mathematical 1007 

Practice (SMPs) in the California Common Core State Standards: Mathematics 1008 

(2013), and are intended for eleventh- and/or twelfth-grade levels are eligible for 1009 

area C approval and may satisfy the required third year or recommended fourth 1010 

year of the mathematics subject requirement if approved as an advanced 1011 

mathematics course. 1012 

Examples of such courses include, but are not limited to, applied mathematics, 1013 

computer science, data science, pre-calculus, probability, statistics, and 1014 

trigonometry. 1015 

• Courses eligible for UC honors designation must integrate, deepen, and support 1016 

further development of core mathematical competencies. Such courses will 1017 

address primarily the (+) standards of Common Core-aligned advanced 1018 

mathematics (e.g., statistics, pre-calculus, calculus, or discrete mathematics). 1019 

The entire revised UC mathematics (area C) course criteria are located at https://hs-1020 

articulation.ucop.edu/guide/a-g-subject-requirements/c-mathematics/. 1021 

The California State University (CSU) system has developed several courses for the 1022 

fourth year of high school (and some for earlier grades) which meet the area C 1023 

(Mathematics) requirement for admission to the CSU. The CSU Bridge Courses page 1024 

(http://cmrci.csu-eppsp.org/) lists mathematics/quantitative courses and projects 1025 

working within the CSU system focused on supporting mathematics and quantitative 1026 

reasoning readiness among K–12, CSU, and community-college educators. The 1027 

courses emphasize subjects such as modeling, inference, voting, informatics, financial 1028 

decision making, introduction to basic calculus concepts, connections among topics, 1029 

theory of games, cryptography, combinatorics, graph theory, and connecting statistics 1030 
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with algebra. These courses have been adopted throughout the state in coordination 1031 

with district and school initiatives to increase the variety of rich high-school mathematics 1032 

coursework at the upper-grade levels. 1033 

As this framework has recommended, it would ultimately be desirable for high schools 1034 

to be able to organize their course offerings to enable more students to get a strong 1035 

foundation in middle school, without accelerating before many are ready, and reach 1036 

higher level courses while in high school should they so desire. At the same time, 1037 

mathematicians in colleges have begun to recognize the trade-offs that can occur when 1038 

students rush through mathematics without a deep understanding. The fact that the 1039 

majority of students who take calculus in high school repeat the course or take a lower-1040 

level course in college has led mathematicians such as Bressoud (2017) to state that 1041 

the high school curriculum “does not appear to be meeting the needs of the students 1042 

who have been accelerated” (2017, 5). 1043 

Indeed, in a large national study across 133 institutions, Sadler and Sonnert (2018) 1044 

found that mastery of the mathematics considered preparatory for calculus had, on 1045 

average, more than double the positive impact of taking a high school calculus course 1046 

on students' later performance in college calculus. 1047 

The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) and NCTM issued a statement to urge 1048 

that “the ultimate goal of the K–12 mathematics curriculum should not be to get into and 1049 

through a course of calculus by twelfth grade, but to have established the mathematical 1050 

foundation that will enable students to pursue whatever course of study interests them 1051 

when they get to college” (Bressoud, 2012). The UC Board of Admissions and Relations 1052 

with Schools (BOARS) made a similar statement: 1053 

BOARS also strongly urges students not to race to calculus at the cost of full 1054 

mastery of the earlier math curriculum. BOARS commends the Common Core's 1055 

goal of deeper understanding of the mathematical concepts taught at each K–12 1056 

grade level. A strong grasp of these ideas is crucial for college coursework in 1057 

many fields, and students should be sure to take enough time to master the 1058 

material. Choosing an individually appropriate course of study is far more 1059 
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important than rushing into advanced classes without first solidifying conceptual 1060 

knowledge. Indeed, students whose math classes are at a mismatched level— 1061 

either too advanced or too basic—often become frustrated and lose interest in 1062 

the topic. (BOARS, 2016). 1063 

This statement and UC’s 2020 policy shift (Johnson, 2020) encouraging more flexibility 1064 

in high school courses show the commitment of the University of California to value a 1065 

range of mathematics courses as pathways to college. For some students—particularly 1066 

those intending to major in mathematics, engineering and other STEM fields, a pathway 1067 

to calculus is valuable. Many other students with different future intentions, such as 1068 

social science degrees, may be better served with courses that lead to data science and 1069 

statistics. Such courses should be designed so that they can also lead to a possible 1070 

future in STEM. They are inherently mathematical and can be designed to include the 1071 

topics enumerated at the beginning of this chapter and the competencies described as 1072 

desired for entering college students by the University of California, California State 1073 

University, and Community College system (Intersegmental Committee of the Academic 1074 

Senates of the California Community Colleges, the California State University, and the 1075 

University of California, 2010, 2013): 1076 

1) Modeling 1077 

2) Problem Solving 1078 

3) Developing analytic ability and logic 1079 

4) Experiencing mathematics in depth 1080 

5) Appreciating the beauty and fascination of mathematics 1081 

6) Building confidence 1082 

7) Communicating 1083 

8) Becoming fluent in mathematics 1084 
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These competencies are reflected in the approach of this framework. Modeling is central 1085 

to data science (see Chapter 5), and all of the competencies are developed through the 1086 

mathematics approach described in other chapters. Colleges and universities point out 1087 

that in developing “fluency” the goal is understanding, through which fluency can 1088 

develop, a message that is also underlined in this framework. As described in the 1089 

section below, deep understanding and fluency are best acquired when students can 1090 

approach mathematics in an integrated manner that allows them to make connections 1091 

across mathematical domains and with their lives, while accessing a range of tools to 1092 

solve problems. 1093 

Four Vignettes 1094 

Each of the four vignettes in this section illustrates teaching approaches which can be 1095 

utilized in a variety of courses and within any of the three pathways presented in 1096 

Appendix A. Each vignette demonstrates a Content Connection. For a more robust 1097 

description of the Content Connections at the high school level, see earlier in this 1098 

chapter. 1099 

CC 1 Vignette: Whale Hunting 1100 

Course: MIC 1, Integrated Math I, Algebra I  1101 

Content Connection: Communicating Stories with Data 1102 

Driver of Investigation: Impact the Future (Affect)  1103 

Domains of Emphasis: HS.F-BF, HS.F-IF, HS.S-ID 1104 

SMPs: SMP.3, 4 1105 

Lesson Context: In the 1970s the stock (or number) of bowhead whales in the Bering 1106 

Sea was calculated to be as low as 600–2000 whales, mostly due to heavy commercial 1107 

whaling. This was, of course, mightily concerning to environmentalists and thus the 1108 

International Whaling Commission completely halted permissions to hunt whales hoping 1109 

to restore the population. Commercial whaling had long been a known issue, and it was 1110 
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already restricted, but this really hurt native populations that hunt bowhead whales for 1111 

subsistence. Note that this provides a good opportunity for discussing and reinforcing 1112 

California Environmental Principle I, “The continuation and health of individual human 1113 

lives and of human communities and societies depend on the health of the natural 1114 

systems that provide essential goods and ecosystem services.” 1115 

Included below is an example of the practice from the perspective of an indigenous 1116 

person from the region: 1117 

“Subsistence whaling is a way of life for the Inupiat and Siberian Yupik people 1118 

who inhabit the Western and Northern coasts of Alaska. From Gambell to 1119 

Kaktovik, the bowhead whale has been our central food resource and the center 1120 

of our culture for millennia, and remains so today. 1121 

Our whale harvest brings us an average of approximately 1.1M to 2M pounds of 1122 

food per year (12–20 tons x 45–50 whales), which our whaling captains and 1123 

crews share freely throughout our whaling communities and beyond to relatives 1124 

and other members of Alaska’s native subsistence community in other native 1125 

villages. For perspective, replacing this highly nutritious food with beef would cost 1126 

our subsistence communities approximately $11M – $30M per year. 1127 

As important as whale is to keeping our bodies healthy, this subsistence harvest 1128 

also feeds our spirit. The entire community participates in the activities 1129 

surrounding the subsistence bowhead whale harvest, ensuring that the traditions 1130 

and skills of the past are carried on by future generations. Portions of each whale 1131 

are saved for celebration at Nalukataq (the blanket toss or whaling feast), 1132 

Thanksgiving, Christmas, and potlucks held during the year. […] Sharing the 1133 

whale is both an honor and an obligation.” 1134 

Over the years, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) has worked with the 1135 

Inupiat and Siberian Yupik people to ensure their needs are met and whales are 1136 

protected. Through this process, bowhead whale populations have bounced 1137 
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back. However, the IWC still establishes whaling quotas for the local indigenous 1138 

folks to ensure the population remains strong. 1139 

The last ice-based abundance and Photo-ID-based surveys were conducted in 1140 

2011. The 2011 ice-based abundance estimate is 16,892 (within the range of 1141 

15,704–18,928). The rate of increase of the population, or trend, starting in 1979 1142 

was estimated to be 3.7 percent per year (within the range of 2.8–4.7 percent). 1143 

These abundance and trend estimates show that the bowhead population is 1144 

healthy and growing with a very low conservation risk under the current 1145 

Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling management scheme.” (IWC, n.d.; data from 1146 

Givens et al., 2013) 1147 

Task: The tribe has assembled a committee of tribal scientists and community 1148 

members, along with outside scientific and economic advisors, to make a 1149 

recommendation to the International Whaling Commission. The proposal will specify 1150 

how many whales the Inupiat and Siberian Yupik people will hunt this year as part of the 1151 

Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling management plan, while making sure the whale 1152 

population continues its growing trend. As a member of the committee, it is your task to 1153 

help create the proposal. 1154 

The task as presented is deliberately very open-ended. Different student teams will 1155 

consider many different factors (beyond Inupiat and Siberian Yupik hunting) that might 1156 

affect the committee’s recommendations and about which they might wonder—such as 1157 

changing mortality rates due to shrinking ice cover, ship collision mortality, age structure 1158 

of the population, etc. Described here is one student team’s progression as they attempt 1159 

to formulate a recommendation. 1160 

Student Vignette: The group receives the task, and discusses what they were being 1161 

asked for. They decide to break down the problem into more manageable pieces, so 1162 

they make a checklist with three items: 1163 

1. Figure out what happened to whale population between 2011 and 2019. 1164 

2. Find out the current growth rate that should be maintained. 1165 
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3. Calculate how many whales can be lost in 2020 so that the growth rate is 1166 

maintained. 1167 

For point 1, they think they might be able to find more data online, so they search 1168 

statistics on whale hunting from 2011–2019. They found a table in the IWC website that 1169 

lists every whale catch between 1986 and 2018. It contained more information than they 1170 

needed: different whale species and stocks from different oceans, but they reviewed the 1171 

information and pulled out the data they needed. In order to estimate the whale stock in 1172 

2018, for each year between 2011 and 2018 they plan to use the equation: 1173 

 1174 

(Number of whales in the year they’re looking for) = (Number of whales in the year 1175 

prior)*(growth rate per year) – (whales hunted that year). This helped the students to 1176 

use the growth over time to estimate the whale hunting in 2019. 1177 

They discuss with the whole group which numbers to use for growth rate and for the 1178 

2011 stock numbers, since they have the estimates but also the error ranges the 1179 

experts gave. They decide that it’s better to be safe than sorry, since whale 1180 

overpopulation hardly seems like an issue, so they will use the lower end of the range 1181 

for both numbers. Now comes a lot of number crunching, but computers can do that. 1182 
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They use Wolfram|Alpha to quickly complete the calculations and they estimate the 1183 

2019 stock at 19,050. 1184 

However, they know they need the stock for the beginning of 2020. They don’t have the 1185 

data for how many whales were hunted in 2019, so they estimate it by averaging the 1186 

years they do have data for: 2011–2018. The average is 60.75, so they round it to 61 1187 

and use their equation to calculate the stock at the beginning of 2020 as 19,522. 1188 

Now they look at point 2: finding the rate at which the population is currently growing. 1189 

They use Desmos to graph the population each year and map a line of best fit, which 1190 

will show the target growth rate. 1191 

That leads them to point 3: how many whales can be killed to keep this target? They 1192 

look back at the original growth equation, but now they solve it for how many whales 1193 

can be hunted: 1194 

(whales hunted that year) = (Number of whales in the year prior)*(growth rate per year) 1195 

– (Number of whales in the year they’re looking for) 1196 

● That target growth line has the equation y = 424.714 x – 838,484, so for x = 2021 1197 

(meaning, after the hunt in 2020), the population target would be 19,863, and 1198 

they already know the growth rate they’ve been using, and their estimate for the 1199 

2020 population, so they can calculate the number of whales that can be hunted 1200 

while maintaining the current growth and make a recommendation to the IWC. 1201 

Note: This provides a good opportunity for discussing and reinforcing California 1202 

Environmental Principle V, “Decisions affecting resources and natural systems 1203 

are based on a wide range of considerations and decision-making processes.” It 1204 

demonstrates the importance of mathematical analysis in making policy 1205 

recommendations and decisions about the conservation and management of 1206 

organisms and the ecosystems they depend on. It also reinforces California 1207 

Environmental Principle II, “The long-term functioning and health of terrestrial, 1208 

freshwater, coastal and marine ecosystems are influenced by their relationships 1209 

with human societies. 1210 
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The team is finally tasked with preparing a presentation of their results to the rest of the 1211 

class. This team presents their work in a slide presentation; another team prepares a 1212 

website, and a third a poster. 1213 

CC 2 Vignette: Drone light show 1214 

Course: MIC3, Integrated Math III, Algebra II 1215 

Content Connection: 2 Exploring changing quantities 1216 

Driver of Investigation 3: Impacting the Future 1217 

Domains of Emphasis: HS.A-SSE, HS.A-CED, HS.F-BF, HS.F-TF, HS.G-GMD, HS.G-1218 

MG 1219 

SMPs: SMP.4, 5, 7 1220 

Source: Consortium for Mathematics and its Applications (COMAP), High School 1221 

Mathematical Contest in Modeling (HiMCM)—2017 Problems. 1222 

Problem: Drone Clusters as Sky Light Displays 1223 

Intel© developed its Shooting Star TM drone and is using clusters of these drones for 1224 

aerial light shows. In 2016, a cluster of 500 drones, controlled by a single laptop and 1225 

one pilot, performed a beautifully choreographed light show. 1226 

Our large city has an annual festival and is considering adding an outdoor aerial light 1227 

show. The Mayor has asked your team to investigate the idea of using drones to create 1228 

three possible light displays. 1229 

Part I – For each display: 1230 

a) Determine the number of drones required and mathematically describe the initial 1231 

location for each drone device that will result in the sky display (similar to a 1232 

fireworks display) of a static image. 1233 
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b) Determine the flight paths of each drone or set of drones that would animate your 1234 

image and describe the animation. (Note that you do not have to actually write a 1235 

program to animate the image, but you do need to mathematically describe the 1236 

flight paths.) 1237 

Students are instructed to work together in three groups to design a solution to the 1238 

problem. All three groups start out by reading the task and discuss the task. They are 1239 

then given access to the video, which includes closed captioning, and then prompted to 1240 

conduct a search for photos and clip art of Ferris wheels as a type of moving light 1241 

system. Some groups want to watch the video several more times to be sure they 1242 

understand. From experience, they know that this is not the kind of problem that allows 1243 

them to find the answer in the back of the textbook. This kind of a problem can be 1244 

approached in a variety of ways, and the challenge of the openness of the problem is 1245 

thrilling! This flexibility aligns with the UDL principle - Provide multiple means of 1246 

engagement by optimizing individual choice and autonomy. Students will need to think 1247 

about the math tools and processes they have already learned before and apply them to 1248 

a new context. This can be understood as the “formulate” stage of the Modeling Cycle. 1249 

Over the course of the year, students have had several previous opportunities to 1250 

engage in the math practice of modeling. Students know that math models help both to 1251 

describe and predict real-world situations, and that models can be evaluated and 1252 

improved. With every group member contributing to the brainstorm, students quickly 1253 

start sketching as a way to visualize solution paths. As students are drawing, they 1254 

explain and label their diagrams to show the “initial location,” for example. Some 1255 

students are eager to get to display three, where they get to create their own design. 1256 

The teacher notices three unique approaches arising in the groups’ work, particularly in 1257 

how they have decided to model the changing quantities within the problem. The 1258 

teacher is pleased to see use of visuals and diagrams, as these are important ways of 1259 

seeing and understanding mathematics and critical supports for students. As the 1260 

teacher listens to the small group work, she acknowledges how well the groups are 1261 

making space for everyone’s ideas. At first, the teacher notes that students are not 1262 
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writing much, but she has learned not to intervene too quickly. Instead, she allows their 1263 

ideas to build, with the firm belief that her students will make progress. 1264 

Group A: The students in this group have decided to model the problem on the idea of 1265 

pixels in a grid that make up images on a television screen. The team draws an image 1266 

of a Ferris wheel on the grid, and numbers every “pixel” in their grid that will need to be 1267 

lit up by a drone to represent the circumference of the Ferris wheel. Next, the group has 1268 

decided to model the rotation of the wheel by programming some drones to stay in 1269 

place and some to move in a particular pattern. They know the pixels for the triangle 1270 

don’t move so these drones will be programmed to stay in place. And for the circle, it’s a 1271 

loop. 1272 

 1273 

Group B: In this group, students have decided to model the Ferris wheel using polar 1274 

coordinates. They decided that programming the coordinates (x,y) for the drones that 1275 

make the circle of the Ferris wheel would require defining a unique x and y for every 1276 

single drone! But, in polar coordinates (r,theta), the outer circle of the Ferris wheel can 1277 

be thought of as many points in the plane sharing the same radius, which means that 1278 

they would only need to change the theta for each drones coordinates and keep the r 1279 
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the same. The group determines with coordinates representing the wheel, spokes, and 1280 

triangle posts of the Ferris wheel. To model the rotation of the wheel, the angle (theta) 1281 

that each drone is programmed to will increase by 5° for a total of 72 moves of the circle 1282 

to complete one full rotation of the wheel. To model the rotation of the spokes, the angle 1283 

(theta) that each drone is programmed to will increase by 30° for a total of 12 moves, to 1284 

complete one full rotation of the wheel. The drones placed to represent the base of the 1285 

Ferris wheel are programmed to stay in place. 1286 

  1287 

Group C: This group selected an image of the Great Seattle Wheel to use as their 1288 

guide. They decided to model the image of the Ferris wheel using the equation of a 1289 

circle in the cartesian plane, and various dilations of the outer circle to create inner 1290 

circles that will model the spokes of the wheel. Finally, the group decides to utilize and 1291 

online graphing tool that will allow them to rotate the image within the plane to model 1292 

the turn of the wheel. The group creates equations for 20 lines that start at the center of 1293 

the circle, intersect each concentric circle, and end at the outer circle. While this is a 1294 

slight modification to the 21 spokes on the Great Seattle Wheel, it allows the degrees of 1295 

each arc length to be integer values, which the students agree will be easier to work 1296 
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with. These lines separate the circle into 20 equal sectors—each with an arc length of 1297 

18°. They decide to program a drone at each intersection of the circles and the lines to 1298 

represent the spokes. A discussion ensues about the number of drones that must be 1299 

placed between each spoke intersection on the outer circle to create an outline of the 1300 

circle that looks smooth, the group decides on three for now because 18° is easily 1301 

divided into three. Ultimately, the group decides to utilize an online graphing tool 1302 

(GeoGebra) that will allow them to rotate the image within the plane to model the turn of 1303 

the wheel. The group discusses the rate of rotation and degree of rotation that would be 1304 

most appropriate to model the movement and speed of the Great Seattle Wheel. 1305 

1306 

 1307 
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After students have worked out the details of their models, each group presents their 1308 

approach to the problem. Some students jot a few notes down to help them remember 1309 

key ideas and terms. They prepare to describe their model and explain their choices to 1310 

their peers. Students prepare a poster, using colors to highlight key features of their 1311 

model. The teacher circles around and helps students who want to do a quick run-1312 

through of their presentation, giving students feedback to strengthen their work, 1313 

supporting language learning by clarifying how content vocabulary supports the 1314 

mathematics, and suggesting ways to better convey the information in presentation-1315 

worthy academic discourse as she does so. Each presentation is followed by a short 1316 

question and answer session. Each presentation poster is displayed at the front of the 1317 

class, clearly showing a wide range of methods and approaches. 1318 

Following these presentations, the teacher conducts a Gallery Walk, allowing smaller 1319 

groups of students to spend a few minutes viewing the posters up close. This activity is 1320 

followed by a whole-class discussion on the different strategies taken by each group, 1321 

including a discussion about the affordances and challenges presented by each choice 1322 

for modeling the changing quantities in the problem. Throughout this process, the 1323 

teacher is taking notes on feedback, including areas of strength and where possible 1324 

improvement is needed as students engage with the modeling cycle. She will use this 1325 

information in responding to the students’ presentations during evaluation, and framing 1326 

the next modeling task. 1327 

Disciplinary Language Development 1328 

This task provides extended opportunity to deepen in the area of mathematical 1329 

modeling within an authentic context. The challenging nature of this task encourages 1330 

collaboration, building on one another’s ideas and key skills using students’ 1331 

mathematical language. In groups, students make use of the full array of mathematical 1332 

resources to construct their models, utilizing prior mathematics learning. The visual 1333 

nature of the task, along with the video, and their presentation posters expand the 1334 

modalities in mathematics, supporting the guidelines in Universal Design for Learning 1335 
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(UDL), which move beyond the more typical confined to calculations and symbols. Here, 1336 

the visuals are not support for their models, they are the models themselves. 1337 

CC 3 Vignette: Blood Insulin levels 1338 

Grade level: MIC I/Integrated Math I/Algebra I 1339 

Content Connection 3: Taking Wholes Apart and Putting Parts Together 1340 

Driver of Investigation: Make Sense of the World (Understand and Explain) 1341 

Domains of Emphasis: HSF.IF.A, HSF.IF.B, HSF.IF.C, HSF.LE.A, HSF.LE.B 1342 

SMPs: SMP.1, 4, 5 1343 

Ms. Alfie loved science and all things mathematics. She found that her Mathematics I 1344 

students came to her from various backgrounds and experiences and they did not feel 1345 

the same way she did about STEAM subjects. She was excited to teach Integrated 1346 

Mathematics I using Core Plus with the goal of exciting her students about the role 1347 

mathematics plays in the world around them. 1348 

Ms. Alfie was midway through the first year of IMI and felt her students were ready for a 1349 

math investigation that included medicine, coming from Core Plus 1. In her materials 1350 

she found several examples that included the concept of half-life and she wondered 1351 

how she could use a medical context to introduce exponential functions. She also 1352 

wondered how students would embrace the topic, knowing that fractions and number 1353 

sense were not topics students felt confident about. The activities they had completed 1354 

around linear functions earlier in the year had helped them learn to interpret slope as a 1355 

fraction and interpreting slopes within the context of the problem. For example, Ms. 1356 

Alfie’s students were happy to consider an equation in the form y = 3/4x + 5 as starting 1357 

at the y intercept, (0,5) and increasing 3/4 of a unit vertically for every horizontal step. 1358 

They also thought about it as three steps up and four steps right for every unit. She 1359 

wanted to challenge and extend her students’ thinking about rates of change that were 1360 
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not constant, for example exponential decay in context, i.e., every 60-minute increase in 1361 

time the amount of drug might decrease by 50 percent in the body. 1362 

Ms. Alfie began the unit by doing a graph talk, using real world data from the Centers for 1363 

Disease Control (CDC). A graph talk is a math routine where students were asked to 1364 

study the graph and be ready to share what they notice and wonder. Ms. Alfie 1365 

purposefully left the title of the graph off and asked students to brainstorm what the data 1366 

was about. This is analogous to students reading a news article and having to develop a 1367 

“headline” that captures the main idea. 1368 

 1369 

Link to long description 1370 

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017. 1371 

As students discussed the graph and the information they wondered if the graph 1372 

showed participation in sports, academic clubs, or favorite television shows. Her 1373 

students did not come close to the actual story (a way of creating a narrative to express 1374 

what is being communicated) of the graph which shows data of the estimated age-1375 

adjusted prevalence of diagnosed diabetes cases in the US for adults from 2013–2015. 1376 

But Ms. Alfie knows that with more experiences with interpreting graphs and other visual 1377 

display of data, her students would learn to identify the main themes. 1378 
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The activity was supported by Ms. Alfie’s collaboration with a teacher who supported 1379 

content-specific English Language Development (ELD) instruction to English learners in 1380 

her class. This designated ELD support included helping the students to understand 1381 

and develop the critical language and grammatical structures necessary for successful 1382 

engagement in this activity. With this base of understanding, Ms. Alfie’s lesson could 1383 

focus on integrated ELD support and ensure all students had the access necessary to 1384 

engage with the work. 1385 

The students were prepared when, after the data talk and the story reveal, Ms. Alfie 1386 

asked the class to spend 20 minutes in small groups looking up information on diabetes. 1387 

Each group had three types of roles: the recorder, the searcher/investigator, and 1388 

brainstormers. Ms. Alfie was aware that for many students in the community, diabetes 1389 

was not any medical condition, but one that affected family members deeply. She 1390 

framed the investigation around using math and data science more specifically to 1391 

understand the prevalence and treatments of diabetes. This was a mathematical 1392 

investigation of a real-world problem, and it relied on scaffolding the context with 1393 

specific medical vocabulary. On this language foundation, the first step in understanding 1394 

a real-world phenomenon is to gather information. She asked each group to share the 1395 

research they had found and as a class the discussion continued about the disease as 1396 

well as the use of prescription drugs to improve the health and well-being of people 1397 

living with the disease. Ms. Alfie then asked students to look for more information about 1398 

diabetes and the hormone, insulin, and the role it plays in the body. Information was not 1399 

just limited to online research. The community clinic also had pamphlets and health 1400 

advice about diabetes. The students discussed the difference between public 1401 

information (in the form of a pamphlet) can differ from online internet searches and 1402 

sources. Ms. Alfie used these different texts to focus students as they looked closer at 1403 

issues around the dosing of insulin, as it is a common therapy for diabetes. 1404 

First Ms. Alfie shared with students the function: y = 10(0.95)x. She explained to 1405 

students that the body metabolizes drugs in an interesting way and while different 1406 

bodies process drugs differently we can model the metabolism of a drug with a function. 1407 

Her multilingual students had worked with the science vocabulary in the lesson, and 1408 
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helped support her when other students needed support with understanding the 1409 

meaning of “metabolize.” Students looked up varying definitions and came to 1410 

understand that it means to “break down” over time in this context. (Assess the 1411 

multilingual students’ understanding of phrasal verbs such as “break down” and “look 1412 

up,” and conduct a mini-lesson on these linguistic structures, if necessary.) And it turns 1413 

out that different medicines break down at different rates in our bodies. Although it 1414 

seems like a straight-forward definition, many students could possibly do all 1415 

computations without ever understanding this central idea. 1416 

Ms. Alfie returned to the idea of representing data in the form of a story. She told 1417 

students the equation told a story of insulin metabolism and she asked students to use 1418 

DESMOS to illustrate and study the function. In groups, students were asked to study 1419 

the graph and make a table of values where x represented time and y represented the 1420 

units of insulin that were injected at t=0. Together, they brainstormed responses to the 1421 

question: What story does the function illustrate? Or put another way, how does the 1422 

function behave? 1423 

 1424 
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Students worked together graphing the function and thinking about what the values 1425 

meant in the table as well as the values that were in the function. Students did not 1426 

always agree on how to interpret the graph or the values of the function. When they 1427 

disagreed, members took turns explaining their reasoning, and responding to questions 1428 

from their peers. To explain more clearly and avoid unnecessary confusion, they 1429 

decided to label their axes, agree on phrases such as, “When x is 20, y is [blank],” and 1430 

so on. They discussed as a class how the function was decreasing and how the output 1431 

was decreasing in a way that was not linear. This prompted a discussion of questions 1432 

students generated, such as: What insulin level is too high or too low? What dosage is 1433 

needed to maintain a safe level? And What happens when you skip a dose or delay for 1434 

hours? 1435 

Figure 8.4 1436 

 1437 

Ms. Alfie asked students to think using various forms of mathematical representations 1438 

beyond graphs. She introduced the table in Figure 8.4 to stimulate more thinking. 1439 
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She posed the following questions: 1440 

● What is the initial amount of insulin administered? 1441 

● How much time has passed when the amount of insulin is 50 percent? 1442 

● When does the amount of insulin reach zero? 1443 

As the lesson continued students asked questions about how often a drug should be 1444 

administered and why some types of medicine say one time per day, two times per day 1445 

and three times per day. The lesson continued with students analyzing different 1446 

equations for drug metabolism such as penicillin, where the half-life is about 1.4 hours. 1447 

As a way of wrapping up the investigation, the teacher asked students to connect what 1448 

they had learned about how insulin metabolizes in the body over time with the broader 1449 

theme of diabetes awareness and treatment in the community. This reinforced the use 1450 

of mathematics, as well as the terms and language acquired in the lesson, and helped 1451 

students solidify their understanding. Some students still had lingering questions, such 1452 

as: Do people have different metabolic rates? Why do some people take different 1453 

dosages of insulin? Why do some take it at different times of the day? From the 1454 

students’ work and conversation, Ms. Alfie knew that the lesson had sparked solid 1455 

mathematical thinking about variables. She wondered if a representative from the 1456 

community health center could come speak with her class about these questions. 1457 

CC 4 Vignette: Finding the Volume of a Complex Shape 1458 

Course: Integrated II/MIC 2/MIC 3 1459 

Content Connection 4: Discovering Shape and Space 1460 

Driver of Investigation 1: Make Sense of the World (Understand and Explain) 1461 

Domains of Emphasis: HSN.Q.A, HSG.GMD.A, HSG.GMD.B, HSG.MG.A 1462 

SMPs: SMP.1, 2, 3, 5 1463 
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Marina Lopez is preparing to teach her integrated high-school mathematics class 3, with 1464 

a group-based interactive task that will help prepare students for learning calculus. She 1465 

is using an approach that gives students the opportunity to explore a mathematics 1466 

problem before being taught formal content that might help them solve it (Deslauriers et 1467 

al., 2019). Her plan is to ask students to consider ways to find the volume of a complex 1468 

shape, specifically a lemon. Prior to this activity, Marina has spent time in her class 1469 

building and reinforcing group-work norms and she has previously made use of a 1470 

structured approach to group work known as Complex Instruction (Cohen and Lotan, 1471 

2014) and specifically assigning roles for members of the groups. She continues to use 1472 

this because of the ways it makes authentic use of different roles to reinforce the fact 1473 

that students are important resources for each other. 1474 

She opens the task on the first day by asking students to discuss situations in which 1475 

they might need to find the volume of a complex shape. Students consider packaging 1476 

objects and the need to work out materials for packaging. Marina then shares that they 1477 

will consider this in more depth by considering ways to find the volume of a lemon. She 1478 

holds up a lemon and asks the class “How can we find the volume of a lemon?” While a 1479 

few hands are immediately raised she does not call on anyone but tells the group they 1480 

will have an opportunity over the next two days of class to answer the question using 1481 

lemons and various resources. As students work in groups to tackle this problem, they 1482 

will review what volume is and how it is measured, and how it relates to other measures 1483 

of shapes such as surface area. 1484 

Marina knows that concrete materials are not just for elementary students. 1485 

Mathematicians use models, illustrations, and visual representations to explore ideas, 1486 

strategies that are highlighted in the guidelines of Universal Design for Learning (UDL). 1487 

When students visualize they bring important brain pathways into their learning of 1488 

mathematics. Prior to class Marina has setup a table at the back with different supplies 1489 

including different colors of modeling clay, vases, knives, and cutting boards, pipe 1490 

cleaners, scissors and a few other materials. Groups are free to choose from the 1491 

assortment of materials provided. To facilitate the use of materials, students are 1492 

instructed that only the resource manager is allowed to get up to get supplies from the 1493 
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resource table and they can only have three supplies out at one time. During the early 1494 

weeks of her class Marina helped her class develop a set of group work norms and has 1495 

previously used roles for groupwork so students are used to these structures and have 1496 

been working on engaging productively in groups (see also Cabana, Shreve, and 1497 

Woodbury, 2014). Note the image of the supply table in Figure 8.5 below. 1498 

Figure 8.5 1499 

 1500 

Animated noise begins to fill the room as students start talking in their groups and 1501 

sharing their ideas. With much experience in group work, students exhaust the 1502 

brainstorm process to collect as many ideas as possible and invite each group member 1503 

to share their ideas. When ideas are not clear, they ask clarifying questions posted on 1504 

the wall that promote justification and help students understand. Students also take one 1505 

idea as a spark and build off it, elaborating and extending in new ways. Over time, these 1506 

ideas become the group’s ideas, not just the ideas from one person. They have been 1507 

given one lemon for today but have also been told they will be able to get a second 1508 

lemon tomorrow, so they have some freedom to play and even mess up their lemons. 1509 

As groups begin to dig into the problem, Marina reminds students to capture their ideas 1510 

with notes, drawing, and sketches so that they don’t lose track of their thinking. 1511 

Students know not to worry about “complete sentences or perfect spelling” since they 1512 

are just exploring ideas. Marina listens closely to discussion in each group, making 1513 
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quick notes of what she hears students saying. Their language is exploratory and 1514 

imaginative at this stage of the lesson, e.g., “Would peeling the lemon help?” and “What 1515 

about squeezing the lemon first?” and, “Is this a good way to cut it up?” Some of the 1516 

students in class are multilingual and represent different levels of English language 1517 

development. As designed, these students not only have access to the task, but also 1518 

multiple opportunities to use language to explore their ideas and share their 1519 

mathematical thinking. The concrete materials, small-group work, and structured group 1520 

presentations all provide key supports in language developments. 1521 

One group decided to use a bowl and water from the drinking fountain to see how the 1522 

height of the water changes once the lemon is under the water. They draw a quick 1523 

sketch to describe their idea (Figure 8.6 below). The students decide to use a marker to 1524 

mark up the bowl like a beaker and begin filling it with water. 1525 

Figure 8.6 1526 

 1527 

Another group has selected modeling clay and is attempting to make a mold of the 1528 

lemon. They record their plan and describe that they will carefully fill the mold with 1529 

water, and then find a way to measure the amount of water the mold holds (see Figure 1530 

8.7 below). 1531 

Figure 8.7 1532 
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 1533 

A third group has opted to use a knife and cutting board. They have decided that the 1534 

shape of the lemon is very close to that of a sphere, so they can use the volume of a 1535 

sphere formula to approximate the volume. To measure the lemons diameter and 1536 

radius, they will cut the lemon in half, as shown in their diagram in Figure 8.8: 1537 

Figure 8.8 1538 

 1539 

As this first period nears its end, Marina reminds students that they will be getting new 1540 

lemons tomorrow so if they want to consider using the knives and cutting boards 1541 

provided now would be the time. She also reminds them to be sure to document the 1542 

work they did today and where they want to start tomorrow. They should plan to keep 1543 

discussing and working as homework so they can be ready to create posters and 1544 

present on day two. 1545 

For the second day of the project, students pick up where their work the previous day 1546 

ended. One group finalizes its ideas and begins creating a poster to share their 1547 

strategies with the class. Adam and Andres’ group managed to try two ideas, but they 1548 

engage in a debate over the best ways to present their work. Marina reminds her 1549 
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students that the group’s reporter should take the lead in the creation of the poster, but 1550 

that other roles in the group should be ready to share-out later in class. She says this as 1551 

she walks among groups handing out additional lemons. 1552 

Marina knows that this is a group-worthy task because it draws on many aspects of 1553 

mathematical thinking. Students are making connections to science and ideas of 1554 

measurement through displacement, and to surface area, and still others groups are 1555 

using a sort of “decomposition” approach by forming small cylinders. As she continues 1556 

to circulate Marina, notes the different strategies she sees groups using to document 1557 

their progress, and starts planning ways to sequence the group presentations so they 1558 

meet specific learning targets she wants to highlight with this lesson. 1559 

After the 15 minutes pass, Marina calls her students back together and asks a group 1560 

who attempted to use a water displacement method (but was not able to finish) to share 1561 

first. As they share, she writes key phrases and words on the board that highlight their 1562 

creative problem solving and calls on a second group that got further using a similar 1563 

method. Marina asks this group to share their thinking and build on the work of the first 1564 

group. Marina refers to her notes capturing what she heard during the groupwork as a 1565 

way to highlight examples of mathematical language they were using. As this second 1566 

group wraps up, Julio questions the group by wondering how the displacement method 1567 

(shown below) might relate to his group’s method of negative space. 1568 

 1569 
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Marina invites Julio’s group to present next. This group presents a solution using 1570 

modeling clay surrounding the lemon and molded into the shape of a rectangular prism. 1571 

First, they found the volume of their prism with the lemon inside, then they explained 1572 

that they removed the lemon from the modeling clay and reformed it in the shape of a 1573 

rectangular prism and found the volume again. They explained that the difference 1574 

between the two volumes had to be the same as the volume of the lemon. Note their 1575 

work in Figure 8.9 below. 1576 

Figure 8.9 1577 

 1578 

Other students in the class respond to this group’s idea with enthusiasm, citing 1579 

excitement for its creativity. One student from the team that used a displacement 1580 

approach raised her hand and connected with the idea that this team’s method was kind 1581 

of like an “opposite” of what her team did. Several students nodded in agreement. The 1582 

fact that students intuited the idea of “opposite” indicates that they paying attention to 1583 

the relationship among methods, namely their inverse relationship which they cannot 1584 

yet define completely. This is cognitively complex work which develops over time, and 1585 

students are reaching into their mathematics to find words that convey their ideas. 1586 

Finally, Marina asks a fourth group to share their explanation. Silvia explains that the 1587 

group tried many things, but their favorite method involved slicing up the lemon into 1588 

many pieces. The group decided that each slice could be thought of like a very short 1589 
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cylinder. So, the group found the volume of each slice using the formula for the volume 1590 

of a cylinder and then added them all together in the example below.  1591 

Figure 8.10 1592 

 1593 

As Silvia explains her groups work, several other students appear to be taking notes 1594 

and multiple hands are immediately raised to ask questions. 1595 

A whole class discussion ensues around the various strategies that groups utilized. 1596 

Marina is careful not to rush the discussion, and to unpack students’ comments and 1597 

questions that she does not understand at first. At times, other students rephrase for 1598 

one another to see if the idea is clearer. Marina poses the questions: 1599 

● “What are the strengths and challenges to these approaches?” 1600 

● “Which approach would you say is most accurate?” 1601 

● “How do you know?” 1602 

This metacognitive part of the lesson helps students move beyond just the lemon itself, 1603 

towards noticing the methods they use in their analysis. The students take turns 1604 

commenting on and comparing each other’s strategies. Marina closes the class period 1605 

by acknowledging the various mathematical practices that students engaged with and 1606 

highlights the multiple dimensions of content that students utilized. 1607 

Long descriptions for Chapter 8 1608 

Figure 8.1: Content Connections, Mathematical Practices and Drivers of Investigation 1609 
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Three Drivers of Investigation (DIs) provide the “why” of learning mathematics: Make 1610 

Sense of the World (Understand and Explain); Predict What Could Happen (Predict); 1611 

Impact the Future (Affect). The DIs overlay and pair with four categories of Content 1612 

Connections (CCs), which provide the “what” mathematics (CA-CCSSM content 1613 

standards) is to be learned in an activity: Communicating stories with data; Exploring 1614 

changing quantities; Taking wholes apart, putting parts together; Discovering shape and 1615 

space. The DIs work with the Standards for Mathematical Practice (the “how”) to propel 1616 

the learning of the ideas and actions framed in the CCs in ways that are coherent, 1617 

focused, and rigorous. The Standards for Mathematical Practice are: Make sense of 1618 

problems and persevere in solving them; Reason abstractly and quantitatively; 1619 

Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others; Model with 1620 

mathematics; Use appropriate tools strategically; Attend to precision; Look for and make 1621 

use of structure; Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. Return to 1622 

graphic. 1623 

Figure 8.3 1624 

Diagram indicating three pathways of courses indicating a variety of course offerings for 1625 

Years 3 and 4 in high school. The preparatory courses are: Investigating and 1626 

Connecting 1, Integrated I, and Algebra 1, followed by Investigating and Connecting 2, 1627 

Integrated II, and Geometry. The later course options include: Mathematics: 1628 

Investigating and Connecting: Functions and Modeling, Statistics, Calculus with 1629 

Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus, Integrated III, Algebra II, MIC 3 as well as Other which 1630 

indicates alternative mathematics courses not well represented in the other categories. 1631 

Many possibilities exist for other courses, including financial mathematics, discrete 1632 

mathematics, or further three-dimensional geometry explorations, for example. Return 1633 

to graphic. 1634 

CDC Bar Graph 1635 

A bar graph includes data for age-adjusted estimated prevalence of diagnosed diabetes 1636 

by race/ethnicity group and sex. The graph shows: 1637 

• American Indian/Alaskan Natives: men 14.9%, women 15.3%, 1638 
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• Asian: men 9%, women 7.3% 1639 

• Black, non-Hispanic: men 12.2%, women 13.2% 1640 

• Hispanic: men 12.6%, women 11.7% 1641 

• White, non-Hispanic: men 8.1%, women 6%. Return to graph. 1642 
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